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CROSS-COUNTRY SOARING WEATHER
IN CENTRAL FRANCE
WILlIAM MALPAS

Tom Bradbury has depicted the main features of a good
soaring day in southern England (S&G, October 1975,
p 194). With the help of Norbert Siacchitano of the French
meteorological office I have done the same thing for an area
of France which is shown on the map. This overlaps to a
large extent the area which will be exploited by soaring
competitions based on Chateauroux. Therefor.e, the picture
which emerges will be of interest to those pilots going to the
French Nationals in August, 1977, and to the World
Championships in July, 1978.
This study, which has already been published by M.
Siacchitano in A viasport (February, 1977), is based on
Rights from Buno-Bonnevaux during the period t973-1976.
Conditions at Chateauroux are, on the average, better than
at Buno, which is 170km to the north, but we do not expect
the general features of good days to be different.
One factor, however, will be different for Chateauroux.
Its location gives'access to the Massif Central., with its high
plateaux, its mountains and river valleys. Except on rare
occasions, we do not penetrate that far from Buno. However, dlis does not change the significance of our study; and
it remains to be seen to what extent the task-setters will
exploit the Massif Central. We believe that a large
proportion of the tasks will unfold in the area indicated.
Our sample of "good soaring days" consists of 155 days
during the four-year period 1973 to 1976. On each of these
days at least one closed circuit of 300km was completed
from Buno by a Standard Class glider. Because the club
participates in the Coupe Federale, these circuits were all
declared and photographic evidence produced. Buno

1 - Monthly distribution
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Total: 155 days or which

operates seven days a week, and the utilisation of the
gliders during this period has been such that, except in rare
cases, if 300km was available, then somebody did it. In
support of this claim, and to give some.idea of the level of
activity at Buno, here are the total numbers of 300km and
500km dosed circuits completed by Standard Class gliders
during the period:
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ANALYISIS OF 155 GOOD SOARING DAYS
Graph No. I - Distribution by month of the 155 300km days
and the 50 SOOkm days
June is the best month for the following reasons:
a) Long days.
b) It is still early enough in the season for frequent
arrivals of cold air.
c) High surface temperatures compared with air
temperatures.
Table No. 2 - Rain during the night before
For 95% of the days the rainfall between 19'.00 and 05.00
hrs is nil or negligible.
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Table No. 3 - Sea-level pressure
For 98% of the days the pressure is in the range lOlO1030mb with a 90% chance of a rising tendency at 06.00hrs
local time.
{able 2
RAIN DURING THE NIGHT
92"1. No precipitation
3% Negligible (less than lmm)
5% Sli~ht (1 to 4mm)

Table 3
PRESSURES AT SEA lEVEL
1026.1030mb: 8%
1022.1025mb: 33%
1018-1021mb: 28%
1014.1017mb: 23%
101O-1013mb: 6%
Over 1010mb: 2%

16%

610 IOktt 29%

Tendency at 06.00hrs
Rise: 0 to -1 mb: 11 %
fall: Oto+ 1mb: 52%
+ 1 to+2mb: 37%

Diagram No. 4 - Direction and speed of the wind
For 90% of the days the surface wind at 06.00 hrs is lOkt
or less and, excepting the occasions when the winds are so
light that it is impossible to determine their direction, on
90% of the days the wind is in the northerly half of the
compass; ie, including all directions from, due west, through
north, 10 due east.
At altitude, at 850mb, the wind direction is not very
Significant. However, for 90% of the days the speed is less
than 21kt.
At 700mb, both direction and force become very
significant:
87% in the northern "half' of the compass.
86% less than 26kt.
97% less than 31kt.
Table No. 5 - Contour heights for 850mb and 700mb
These values are obviously related to pressure which, as
we have seen, is high in our sample. Therefore, it is no
surprise to find that for 85% of our sample days these
contour heights are also higher than average. We have
related them to the averages for each month.
Table No. 6 - Temperatures
First, maximum surface temperature during the day:
This .s frequently available early in the morning as a
forecast. It is obviously a significant factor as it reflects,
among other th'ings, the expected cloud cover. As our table
shows, 67% of our days fall in the top 40% of the temperature range for the period of the year.
The acceptable minimum is around W'C at the beginning
of the season, rising to 21"C in August, but the sample is too
small to establish realistic minima for each month of the
year.
Temperatures at 850mb and 750mb are compared with
averages for the month. For nearly 50% of the days, this
temperature is within 2"C of the average.
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fable 5
CONTOUR
700mb

HEIGHTS

Average values:
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Average differences at
time.
850mb
7.7%
+ 150 to +
48%
+ 99 to +
30.8%
+ 49 to +
11 %
- 0 to 2.5%
- 50 to -

850

and

850
700
1440 2973
1460 3000
1475 3035
1493 3070
1506 3095
1495 3080
1490 3075
midnight local

100
50
0
49
99

Above normal
850mb: 86.5%
700mb: 85%
Below normal
850mb: 13.5%
700mb: 15%

700mb
15%
43%
27%
10%
5%

10

Table 6
MAXIMUM SURFACE TEMPERATuRE
1
2
3
4
5

Very cold:
Cold:
Average:
Worm:
Very worm:

5%1 16 %
11%(
17%}
24% 67%
43%

Temperatures at sub level
Average values:
850 700
More
0.4
7.6
April
1.4 -7.0
May
4.7 -3.9
June
7.6 -0.6
July
9.5
1.6
August
9.1
0.9
September
8.0
0.3
Average differences at midnight local
time

850mb
-7 to _8°
2%
-3 to _6°
25%
+2 to -2'
47%
+6 to + 3°
16%
+7to + 10°
10%

700mb
2.5%
18%
47%
30%
2.5%

Table No. 7 - Comparison
of
soaring
potential
Chateauroux/Buno·Bonnevaux
C""t."urour

Average sunshine per
year in hours
Average number of days
per year with no sunshine
Average relative humidity (%)
01 15.00hrs loco/lime
during July
Frequency (%) of cloudbose
greater than 1DOOm
at 12.00hrs local time

J 825

1850

50

'uno-Bonne."ur

•

60

52

56

35

38

Note: These data were taken from the diagrams in an article by Monsieur
Bossoulrol (A viasporl February. 1977).

Table 7 confirms that Chateauroux is probably slightly
more favoured than Buno in sunshine and humidity, but no
better in the development of a good c1oudbase. The father
more subjective impression of many pilots is that the area
between Chateauroux and the valley of the Cher is the
"Texas of France".
Portrait of a good soaring day
As in southern England, a high proportion of good days
occurs soon after the passage of a cold front with the
weather chart showing anticyclonic curvature of th.e isobars.
From our preceding analysis, we would expect to see in
addition:
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(Flaps, Eppler 660 section)

a) No rain during the previous night.
b) Pressure in the range 1010-1030mb, probably
1014~1025mb and rising.
c) Wind somewhere in the northern "haIr' of the
compass and not exceeding 10kt on the ground,
201tt a! 8S0mb and 30kt at 700mb.
d) Forecast of temperatures - higher than average.
Although we have not analysed the data, we would also
expect to see dew-points at ground lev,el at least lOT below
air temperature.
In other words, our portrait of a good soaring day is very
like that of a similar day in southern England - with One
important exception. A glance at diagram No. 4 shows that
we are very happy with NE winds. Such a wind direction is
frequently disappointing in England because the air picks
up moisture over the North Sea, Whereas in north em
France a NE wind often brings dry air from Central Europe.

SOOkmdays
We have also made a "study within a study" confined to
a smaller sample of 48 days, on which at least one SOOkm
closed circuit was completed by a Standard Class glider.
The S'triking thing here is that we have not been able to
establish any highly significant difference between the
larger and the smaller samples:
We are tempted to ask - is there any such thing as a
SOOkm day? - except perhaps early in the season when the
day is too short, or late in the season when the thermal
activity starts late owing to persistent temperature
inversie>!1.
This appears to be the theory of Jacques Berger who
flying from Buno during weekends only, declared 18 SOOkm
triangles during the summer of 1976, and completed 14 of
them with his LS-IF. Perhaps if he or other optimists had
been able to spend the whole summer at Buno, some of the
300km days would have been turned into SOOkm days. This
idea is supported by the following statistics which distinguish
between weekend days and week days; and at the same time
between 300km days and SOOkm days:

Total No. (I)
of days

300km days (2)
No. of
days
%

500km days
No. of
days
%

Weekends and
public holidays

224

35

15.6

24

10.7

Other days

488

72

14.8

24

4.9

(I)

The period covers March 26-Sepfember 20. 1913 fo ,1'976.
(2) The 300km sample here excludes 500km days.

Whereas the 300km days are evenly spread over the
period almost without bias, the SOOkm days are significantly
concentrated into the weekends and public holidays. With a
total sample orover 700 days, this observation can hardly be
a fluke. A more likely explanation is the larger attendance at
weekends, withadditionall optimism and competitiveness
leading to earher starts and less inhibition. The coroUary of
this hypothesis is that we must be missing a lot of SOOkm
circuits on week days - something like five or six days a year
- which would increase ou.- overall 500km potential by
about SO%!
Future work
We hope to refine our portrait, using as far as possible
information normally available any fine summer morning.
The next step will be to switch to the predictive mode; to see
whether a simple approach based on very limited information is any substitute for a full forecast by a soaring Met
man.

Aviation Exhibition
The Guild of Aviation Artists are holding a Jubilee Exhibition at The Qantas Galleries, Piccadilly, London, from
June 16-July 9. The private view on June IS will be
followed by the Guild's annual aviation dinner at the RAF
Club.
The exhibitors will compete for a collection of trophies
awarded for the best pictures in several different classes.
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THE FACTS!
As Q regular fegder of this column you may perhaps have tnought that .all our claims about Vega (Iig'hta, stronga, c1eana elc.f
were just so much advertising garbage - IwOlJld like to, assure you that we take the Trades Description Act very seriously and so
far os we ha,ve been abie to ascertain have made no claim which is inaccurate. As the prototype Yego progresses towards its
first flight date so we me able to verify more of the information which originally was by calculation al'one. Eventually - all will
be reveoled - warts and 011 cnd we think yot) will like the product.

We have had a recent hiccup in our progress when the fourth design of flap mechanism proved to be too much
like bits of mecca no and this has delo'yed first ,flight by about two months. The final re-design is looking very
good and has resulted in the elimination of one gap in the wing su'rface which is good from the performance
viewpoint. The major part of Vega is now complete and we have recently hod the opportunity of comparing it
with the Mosquito. We think we shall be "tne Brand leader" as soon os you con do the same. Just 0 few facts
to t,hinl< about ... the empty weight of the prototype Vega is 5051b {229Kg}. Mosquito No. 20, less instrument
panel, weighs 5571b (253Kg). According to the advertisement on page 79 of S&G, April, by Mr. Honfrey this is
"below desigll weightl" What ore the customers going to soy whose ships are on the design weight? On the
other side of the co:ill - the PIK 20' owned by D. Carrow weighs 4951b {225Kg} but ills of course designed to the
previous Ostiv requirements which did not specify such 0 large gust case. Vega is designed to the .foint
European Airworthiness reqliJirements which specify a 15 m/s gust os opposed to theear'lier Ostiv gust of 10

m/s.
Our competitors have consistently lr,ied to say that our retractable tailwheel is 00 gimmick: if you wont to be
convinced on this point try holding a tailwheel so that it projects half way out of your glider window when you
are doing 90 knots and feet the drogl Another point where Vega eliminates drag areas which ore still present
on both the Mosquito cnd the PIK ,is the elevatorl rudder gap. In 0 World Championship one always sees
makeshift fairings held on with sticky tape where manufac'lurers ;have neglecled to think out their design a't this
junction. Vega solves it completely.

The mainwheel of Vega ,projects the full 14 inches of its diameter below the fuselage in the landing configuration - this gives
you confidence in I'anding in 0 rough field - compare it with the competitors.

There are so many other points where Vega is a generation ahead of its contemporaries that we at Slingsby's hove no doubts
that it will shortly become the standard against which the others ore ;udged.

V'ICI(ERS-SLINGSBV

Kirkbymoo'rside, Yorks
Tel. Kirkbymoonide (0751)31.751
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Telex 57911

Understanding Gliding
DEREK PIGGOTT follows «Beginning Gliding" with "Understanding Gliding': reviewed on p 133.
The publishers., A&C Black, have kindly allowed us to print the following extracts which give an idea
of the real value of this book.
.
Tuming downwind at low altitude
The dangers of turning downwind at low altitude are very
real, whether you are flying a glider or any oilier kind of
aircraft. Any turbulence or loss of height is bound to be
serious and at heights of less than 200 or 300ft there is a
high degree of probability that there will be adverse
conditions in windy weather. The real hazard for the glider
at low alti1tude is Ithe final turn back i,nto the wind. In a light
aircraft there is also the very poor angle of climb while flying
downwind to be taken into account and the risk of being
drifted into an obstruction. The actual rate of climb is
normal, but, with the wind behind. the distance covered is
much greater, giving far less chance of clearing obstructions. The rate of climb will be affected by any wind
gradient, and climbing downwind there will be a loss of
speed and therefore a loss in rate of climb. (In effect the
aircraft is climbing into an ever decreasing wind speed when
it is dimbing downwind near the ground.)
In windy or turbulent conditions, any turn at low altitude
can be dangerous. With their large wing spans and rather
low rate of roll gliders are particularly vulnerable during a
low turn into wind. The upper wing may be as much as 30ft
above ,the level of the lower wing during a well-banked hirn
and this means that the speed of the airflow meeting the
upper wing may be 10 or 15 knols higher than that of the
lower wing, because of the wind gradient. This causes a
serious overhanking tendency, making it difficuIt, if not
impossible, for even Cull, aileron to be effective in bringing
the wings level. This loss of control is nothing to do with
stalling and can occur at any airspeed. In effect, the rate of
roll becomes too poor to overcome what the pilot would
almost certainly consider to be a gust (Fig I).
Some years ago I had an extremely lucky escape at
Lasham from this type of situa tion. The student bad made a
very sensible final turn at severai hundred feet and was
approaching with plenty of speed. At a height of about 50 or
60ft, the glider unexpectedly banked over in a sudden gust
He immediately applied full aileron and rudder to bring the
wings level, but with no effect at all. A few seoonds later it
was "You have control, Derek, I can't hold it!" (Quite what
magic he thought I could do, I can't imagine.)
By then the glider was sideslipping down towards the
ground, still with no signs of any response to the ailerons,
and it was pretty ,obvious that we were going to crash.
Fortunately, we had plenty of speed and 50 I abandoned the
attempt to get levd and changed the sideslip into a tight
turn by pulling back on the stick. To my amazement, we
completed the turn through J 80" with the wingtip just clear
of the ground. The w1ings suddenly came level and we
arrived On the ground in a -surprisingly gentle landing facing
downwind. luckily we rolled through a very convenient gap

•

wind 2S knoh
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Fig I, The effects of the wind gradient on a loll' turn. Always complete the
final/urn into a strong wind with extra height.

in the boundary fence and stopped with no actual damage,
except to our morale and pride. Needless to say. Oil the next
6ight we landed back at the hangar and resolved 10 be a
,liule more ,careful about the maximum wind strength we
would fly in. At the time my reactions were al.moS't instinctive and it was sheer luck that we had not written the glider
off.
It is interesting to analyse what probably happened, and
to learn some lessons (rom it.
Firstly, the rolling over was caused by some turbulence.
This could bave been catastrophic if it had happened during
a low final hUn as it probably would have rolled the
machine past the vertical. Since the final turn had been
completed nice and high this risk was minimised. A high
straight approach is usuaUysufficient to ensure that the
glider is not tipped over too far by a gust. There was no
question of the glider being stalled, or even at a low
airspeed. The controls were just inadequate to overpower
first the gust and later the wind gradient effect. Unless it is
turning, an aircraft cannot fly steadily in a 'Steeply banked
position without sideslipping. and therefore it started to slip
down towards the ground. The effect of the wind gradient
was then reinforcing the effect of the initial gust by giving
the upper wing much more speed and lift than the lower
one. At this stage a crash seemed inevitable, However, by
pulling back on the stick, the slip.was immediatly changed
into a steep turn and ,the speed was sufficient to aUow the
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turn to be made for a short time without any loss of height.
Whereas while facing into wind the effect of the wind
gradient had prevented any levelling of the wings, now that
the glider had been turned downwind, the effect was
reversed and the rate of roll was much higher than normal.
This had the nearly magical result of levelling the wings
almost instantly. Facing downwind, any wind gradient now
caused a gain in airspeed, and, together with a slight
cushioning ground effect, this saved the glider from a heavy
landing.
I learnt quite a bit about wind gradients that day!

,Ilk -:5
"gliding types" always
warmly welcomed here

Flaps
Flaps can also be a means of controlling the approach and
landing but their main use is probably for high and low
speed cruising.
Efficient high speed cruising requ,ires very low drag and
an aerofoil with only a small amount of camber ,gives a
dist'inct advantage. At low speed, ,extra camber is needed to
produce high lift. BotD these requirements can be met if the
aerofoil has a flap at the trailing edge which can be raised or
lowere in flight. Ideally the whole of the trailing edge of the
wing should be adjusted in this way and many modern
machines move the ailerons up and down in conjunction
with the flap to produce the optimum result. With a.n
efficient plain flap of this kind the effect of lowering the flap
and ailerons is mainly an increase in lift for the first 10" of
downward movement, and at low speed the totallift-to-drag
ratio or gLiding angle is almost unaffected by this amount of
deflection. However, the stalling speed, and therefore the
minimum circling speed, is reduced by 2-3 knots and this is
a great advantage in a fast glider. Unfortunately, if the
ailerons are drooped more than about 5" the aileron drag
and adverse yaw become so excessive that they spoil the
handling.
wind

--+16 knota

full a"brake 6

Pilot can close 31rbrakes to clear
as reqUired

Pilot committed
to land,ng
raosJng flap w,1I
not extend ~

wind
--..
16 knota

1

-~--

hazard or to extend float

full flap 3
,
0-'

:....' _

"

J

'
-

.....

?~':~~]-f';':'-i:"~,;*;:.~i:t::,.:,,::-" :,:3": t'.i,,;;~~;.';·":,~(~:'f.;~~f;';.4;;':'~tr::¥f.:"'::'{:;:-!.':1~;:X'
c'};.

Fig 2, A comparison between the effects ofairbrakes and landing flaps. Flaps
can produce steeper approaches and lower landing iJpeeds but airbrakes are
more flexible and allow more accurate spot landings.

In gusty conditions poor handling may limit the amount
of aileron droop which can be used to advantage, After
about 10" of downward deflection of the flaps the increase in
lift is offset by the much greater drag, and although the
stalling speed is again reduced the gliding angle is much
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GOOD TRAILER PARKING

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham

worse. After about 30" there is little further increase in lift
but the drag increases rapidly so that the gliding angle
becomes much steeper. The useful range of flap angles for
efficient cruising and soaring is therefore v,ery limited.
Larger angles are needed for approach control but in this
case the ailerons are not drooped at the same time.
The lowered stalling speed with flaps down allows a
\ considerably slower approach speed than with airbrakes
and, if the flaps can be lowered to more than 45', the very
large area of the flap surface makes evt"'n steeper approaches
possible than with airbrakes. However, there are several
snags with landing flaps. During the final stages of the
approach and landing it is impractical to extend the float to
clear a fence or rough ground by raising the flap because
this would result in a loss of lift and sudden sinking. The
pilot must, therefore, be absolutely certain of the landing
area before committing himself by lowering a large amount
of flap. The designer also has some difficult mechanical
problems to overcome if the pilot is to be able to lower the
flap quickly at fast approach speeds. The large area of the
flaps results in much greater operating force than is necessary with airbrakes and therefore some kind of gearing is
normally required.
When the flaps are lowered there is a considerable
increase in the twisting load on the wing and speeds must be
carefully limited or structural damage may occur. The
longitudinal stability is also decreased because the more
highly cambered aerofoil is less stabk, but this does not
normally cause problems.

Aileron drag
Whenever extra lift is being developed it is bound to induce
extra drag - in this world, you never get something for
nothing!
When the ailerons are being used to apply or take off
bank one wing is given more lift and the other less in order
to start the banking movement. Since extra lift means extra
drag, the Jifting wing is dragged back, and, in addition to
the banking movement, the aircraft tends to swing or yaw in
the opposite direction. If this is allowed to happen the
aircraft slips sideways through the air creating very high
drag. The long wings and short fuselage of the glider
accentuate this tendency so that the "adverse yaw", as it is
known, is very pronounced. Light aircraft with much
shorter, stumpy wings are scarcely affected by it (see Fig 3).

bank

I

Fig J. The adverse yaw caused by aileron drag depends mainly On the lengrh of
wing span.

There are several ways of reducing the aueron drag and
adverse yaw, the most important of which is the use of
differential gearing of the ailerons. Fig 4 shows how it
works. The downward moving aileron always moves

in drag. Beyond that angle the drag rise is much more rapid,
until above about 25° the increase is very nearly all drag.
The use of differential ailerons does not significantly reduce
the rate of roll. However, it does lessen the adverse yaw
which, if allowed to occur, reduces the rate of roll for a few
seconds, and also results in high d,rag from the fuselage
battering its way sideways through the air. All modern
gliders use differential ailerons and the upward moving one
usually moves about twice the angle of the other.
Spoilers have been used on a few experimental gliders to
assist- in increasing the rate of roll without increasing the
aileron drag, They are not very effective and have very lillle
"feel", but do produce some extra drag on the down-going
wingtip. For example, on the Sigma experimental glider the
very tiny ailerons were supplemented by spoilers when the
stick was moved across the last few inches to apply full
aileron. Spoilers of this kind are also used on some airliners
and have a particular advantage over ailerons wbicb is that
they do not tend to twist the wing.
Generally speaking, the glider pilot will like the handling
of a glider if it has light controls, a reasonably high rate of
roll, and only a small amount of adverse yaw. Some
designers use Frise ailerons in order to even out the drag of
the wings while the aileron is being applied. In this case the
upward moving aileron is arranged to project a little below
the lower surface of the wing. This increases the drag on that
wing and at the same time acts as a small horn balance
which helps the pilot to move the control, making the
ailerons much lighter. This system is usually used on
powered aircraft and can be seen on the Auster, Super Cub
and Beagle Pup, and on the Cobra and Olympia 463 gliders,
and Falke motor gliders.

Many of the glider designs using full span flaps for extra
performance move their flaps and ailerons in
cruising
extra Irlf, creates
conjunction with each other. For example the Kestrel,
extra dr8<J
Nimbus and ASW-17 all raise and droop their ailerons in
conjunction with the flaps in order to keep a similar wing
section over the whole span and to avoid the large drag
losses which would occur if the flaps and ailerons were at
different angles in normal flight. Additionally, on some
designs, because the ailerons and flaps move up or down
together the aileron in effect runs the whole length of the
wing. This is undoubtedly an improvement as far as
performance is concerned, but it does mean that when the
flaps are down for low speed circling the aileron drag is once
again rather high. The downgoing aileron is moving to quite
a large angle, creating considerable extra drag with not
much increase in lift and this results in slightly less lateral
control
than when the ailerons and flaps are in the neutral
ProtrusIon of aileron beloW' wing
creates eX1ra drag wtllch helps to
position.
This effect is sufficiently marked to make it worth
balance extra drag on olher wing
starting the take off run with no flap deflection so that the
~::7!\;::·····.·:·?ill ailerons are powerful. As soon as speed and good control
less 11ft and no
•.f
extra drag
are gained the flaps can be lowered.
Fig 4. Me/hods of reducing the adverse yaw caused by aileron drag.
It requires fine engineering and structural design to make
Differential ailecons are used on all modern gliders and some use Frise
the flaps and ailerons work freely, in spite of t.he bending of
ailervm as well.
the wing which may be as much as 4-5ft under ~Ioad.
A few older glider designs resorted to geared labs on the
through a much smaller angle than the upward moving one ailerons to reduce the pilot effort needed to make a full stick
and this reduces the ex'tra lift, but also keeps ,the drag low. deflection. This is very common on medium-sized powered
This is due to the fact that ailerons and ftaps like these machines but should not be necessary on gtiders or light
increase the lift for the first SO_10° with only a smaU increase aircraft.
~
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Anglo-Po ish
SAILPLANES LID
.~.

STD JANTAR
PIRAT l5M
Club machine 1:33 glide angle.
Supplied fully instru mented and set
of dust covers.

Standard Class version of the well proved JANTAR ,; supplied fully
instrumented and complete set of dust covers; with full technical
documentation. 40: 1 Glide Angle. Ex-stock UK

JAN'TAR 2A
20.5 metre. 2nd and 3rd, World Championships,
Finland. 48,1 Glide Angle. Three available 1977.

BOCIAN lE
Two-seater Trainer 1:26 glide angle.

.

....

Supplied fully instrumented
and set of dust covers

PZl

INSTRUMENTS STOCKED

Trade enquiries invited
For instrument repairs
send direct to:

GUDER INSTRUMENTS,
5 Glendevon Road,
Woodley, Reading, Berks
Telephone: Reading 69649'

Telephone: High Wycombe (0494) 40911
24 hour answering service
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OGAR
Two-seater Training Motor Glider Limbach Pusher engine 68
HP Glide angle 1:27 supplied with full set of instruments.
Demonstrator at Booker NOW

Evenings: Bourne End (06285) 23458 and Maidenhead (0628) '39690

Aileron Rutter
more. With design diving speeds of less than 130 knots it is
sufficient
for the designer to show that the structure is
The feel of the ailerons is sometimes spoilt by a snatching of
the control, or a tendency for them to oscillate in bumpy air. reasonably stiff and that there is no tendency for flutter up
The pilot likes, and expects, to feel a progressive increase in t~ that speed during test flights. If it is intended to fly the
pressure on the stick when moving it further and further aucraft above this speed it is desirable for all control
over to move the ailerons. If, during a full deflection, the surfaces to be fully mass balanced. Many experienced pilots
loads suddenly cease to increase, it will give the pilot the . do not seem to understand that all structures will flutter if
impression that the control is snatching or moving itself for the speed is increased far enough. In fact, the critical speed
the last part of the movement. This may be due to poor may be only a few knots above the "never exceed speed"
rigging if the aircraft is fitted with Frise ailerons or, on and this is based on a glider in perfect condition as it left the
prototype machines, if the Frise shape is incorrect. In these factory. There have already been an alarming number of
cases the balancing effect of the Frise suddenly occurs after catastrophic failures with gliders being flown at excessive
the aileron has moved a certain amount. Another possible speeds in turbulent conditions and it is vital to realise that
cause is lack of mass balance on the ailerons. Complete even the VNE refers only to smooth air conditions and is not
mass balancing of the controls is not mandatory and on intended to be a speed for normal operations.
Flutter is not confined to the ailerons, and the production
many machines little or no mass balancing is used. If the
models
of several types of glider have had to be modified
aileron itself is rather heavy, and so has its mass well behind
the hinge point, snatching and oscillations will happen in bec~use of flutter problems which did not become apparent
bumpy air. The test pilot checks for this by flying at dunng the manufacturers' test flying. Because of the relagradually increasing speeds and giving the stick a sharp tively flexible fuselages there have been several cases of
sideways tap. Normally the stick will just return to the rudder flutter at high speed. This can be cured by mass
balancing the rudder surface in the same way as the elevator
~ntral position without oscillating, or it may overshoot and
then come back. If the aileron has insufficient mass balance and ailerons, or by putting a friction damper in the control
it ~iU oscillate t~ and fro several times and in bumpy air this circuit. There have been at least two miraculous escapes
Will feel very tWltchy and unpleasant, although it might not from the possibility of complete structural failure due to
be dangel'ous. However, RC the wings are rather weak or flutter. A case of rudder flutter resulted in such violent
twisting of the fuselage that the canopy fell off when the
ftexible this kind of oscillation may start a serious flutter.
~nopy catches. failed ..The other was a case of an experImental machme which had flutter in the all-moving
tailplane and anti-balance tabs. The damage included a
complete failure of the torsion box on one wing and a
up
br.oken stabiliser spar. However, in spite of the damage the
Inlt,al gust flexes t
ghder
was flown down to a safe landing by the somewhat
t.p up
worried test pilot. Flutter is dangerous!
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Fig 5. How lack ofaileron mass balance can clIuseserious flulleron a flexible
Wing. The oscil/alions tend 10 build up unlil structural failure can occur.

Fig 5 explains why this Out,ter occurS. I1 may seem rather
academic to indude an explanation of Rutter in this book,
but it is likely to become a more common phenomenon with
glaSS-fibre machines. Even a few extra coats of paint on the
control sarfaces will upset their balance point and make
them liable to this kind of flutter, particularly if there is any
excessive play in the control circuit. Any sna'tching or
twitchiness of the controls should be taken seriously and
investigated immediately.
The risk of Outter increases rapidly at higher speeds when
the air loads become greater and tend to flex the structure

I have noticed that when one gets involved in an alarming
situation the canopy tends to mist up and certainly other
pilots have occasionally remarked on the same
phenomenon. Recently while being driven in a car with
three others the windows misted up after we had had a near
escape from an accident, although misting up did not
occur when the car stopped in the ordinary way at traffic
lights. It would be interesting to hear other pilots views as
to whether they have noticed a similar experience. This is
not a finding which can be checked in a simulator since
however realistic the simulator is, it is impossible to be certain that the subject will experience genuine fear.
BRENNIG JAMES

Glider and the Lady
Reprinted from The Times, March 22.
Durban. March 21 - A woman w)lOse husband denies the
attempted murder of two hang glider pilots by firing an air
pistol at them, told a court today tbat one pilot flew over her
garage and made a sexual suggestion as she was sunbathing
.
in the nude on the roof.
(Our thanks to Chris Simpson for spotting this news item.)
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Two issues ago Bill SCUll,. Senior Notional Coach, considered some of the problems
facing the potential private-owner in the selection of a glider. Now he looks at some
of the factors involved in the planning and up-dating of the club fleet.

Club Fleet Planning
Whether your club has a T-21 and a Tutor or the largest unless you are a: private-owner nowadays it is unlikely that
and most sophisticated of fleets, Ithere is probably a you have flown a modem GRP glider, Only this year have
planning problem. Old gliders must eventually be replaced
we seen the first ORP club gliders '(pace SUHey &. Hants).
and improvemen'ts in the design of gliders make them
Should we auempt to reverse this trend? This is a
easier, and therefore safer, to
for both the club and the question club committees should ask themselves and I
private-owner. The planning problems are several; ration- betieve we should.
alisation, compat1ibility, improvement and economic. The
economic problems are difficult to resolve. Are the main- Improv'ing the club fleet.
I think the first approach to the problem should be made
tenance costs for the old gliders rising rapidly? Would a
GRP glider save enough on reduced maintenance to justify by forgett1ing the financial side and taking some hypothe.
the greater capital outlay? The most critical ques,tion is whalt tical cases; to this end the following diagram may be useful:
should a club set out to provide for its members?
A
Where are we going?
The pattern of the last ten years or so is no longer one of
the more established clubs buying the latest gliders for the
N.w 01' two••" ' . "
simple reason they are built abroad and clubs cannot afford
'wtItAltfr/Janu.,H~'21.
t-...--~------lthem. Of late there has been a hint that this barrier is being
New' aeneratloft
club glld... broken with a few clubs buying Astirs. A major consideraNew Stonaard (1011
I
pllaN", 5'-30,
OIl' ,lid ... wl'h
tion for any club is the typical experience level at which a
K.", ....
1004 approach conmember buys a share in a glider. Whether the member
trol - A.tlr, Club
Llb.lle.
becomes a private-owner or not must depend to some
extent on what the club provides and what be is allowed to c
do in the club gliders, that is, fly across country or not.
~_....L.
....L.
~
l-..-....
N.w IS... GIP Cl .
Some. S tarst'
s
cle
r'l
.
d'
t d th t
d·
1966
th
Standard Clall hl,h-p.,'ormanc. Ga, ,Ilder. with poor apASW·20.
S" . .
,'I IC _ a y tn Ica 'e
e ren ; In'
ere
prooch con'roI5'dllb."., S.dCfrruI,A5W.U, LS-l,.tc.
Astir, P,IK-20, etc.
wefl~ 303 dub gliders, in 1976 there were 410. In that time
the growth in total club membership has increased from
6831 to 10 192 and the number of private gliders from 222 to
764. It is my subjective impression that very few clubs
provide for their members in the way tbat they dlid 15 years
One might add a further section to this figure which
or more ago. The only real consequence of this is that
would contain certain two-seaters which could be regarded
as obsolete or obsolescent; this is certainly true in regard to
London Sail planes Ltd.
their performance and general handling.
Alternative fleets can be planned from this diagram and
Tring Road, Dunstable. Beds.
in doing so allowance can be made for the factors of club
Telephone Dunstable 62068
size, policy and finance. Of the many alternatives some are
given in the table:

fly
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I

I

UK Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p,m.

Two-seater

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays

K-10rK-13

K-10rK-13

K-1 or K-13

K-1 or Bocian

K-8
K-6

K-8
K-18
Pilatus

Pirat

K-6

Astir

Std Libelle

ASW-15

Std Cirrus

Twin Astir
Astir
Std Libelle

A-B-C

A-B-D-C

A-B-E-C

A-B-F-E-C

Repairs to wood. glass-fibre and steel tube machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock
Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration
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Other possibilities can be traced .with, perhaps, the ulti'!1ate
ofF-G-H, Twin Astir, Speed AStlf and an Open Class gltder.
Many questions, must be asked and answered before any
decisions can be made:
I) What size is, the club (and how big do you want it to
become) and what is a suitable ratio of members per
glider?
.
.
2) How many members at the vanous lev,e!s of expenence
are there and wtll this change? In the grades of
under-tra,ining, Bronze C, Silver C, and a~ti.ve crosscountry pilots, will the numbers under tramlng eventuaUy reduce as the need in the club's catchment area is
eventually fulfilled?
3) Economics: a club with two K-7s might have to sell
both of them to buy a Twin Astir. This creates a
probl,em when the only two-~eater. i.s d~maged. Also
.
expensive gliders must have hlgh U'hhsatl~n.
4) What is the club's training philosophy? Is It sensible ~r
necessary to use expensive GRP two-seaters for baSIC
training or to provide a glider for the cross-country
pilots?
.
"I
. " '11 b
e
Without the answers to such questIOns p annmg WI
on an ad-hoc basis to satisfy immediate needs or whims.
A look at past and present club fleets.
The last ten or l5 years have seen, not surprisingly, a
number of changes. The steady increase in privately-owned
gliders apart, the most significant development has been the
change in the club fleet. The old philosophy was one of a
"structured" club fleet with, probably. several types of
single-seater and also mOre than one type of two-seater.
Now the pattern is often one of a solitary type of two-seater
and one type of single-seater. It isn't always easy to look at a
particular fleet and say why the changes have come about;
often there has been -a change of plan with a change of
management. The consequence may .be c~nfusi~n: The
factors which have canied most weIght m decldmg a
particular policy may have changed and may do so again,
but each of them should be considered.
Compatibility.
A conversion after solo- (it is assumed that early solo
flights will be made in the trai,ning two-seater) from K-7 or
K-13 to K-8 or K-18 is an easy one; from a T-21 to a
Swallow is not. This is what compatibility is all about. It can
however be carried to extremes; a K 13, K-8, K-6 fleet
would not give a pilot as diverse an experience as T -21,
Bocian, Swallow and Pirat. As was said at the outset the
problems are all relative and the conside.r~tion that o~e
might have to give (as CFI perhaps) to a~vlS1ng a potentIal
private-owner is that the step from that PITat to a Kestrel 19
is too big a one to take.
The club fleet whicb offers easy, progressive steps.
The first requirement for this to be possible is that ~our
club is of moderate size; if you have only one solo ghder
then the following does flot apply.
Progression is usually determined by the glider's performance but account should be taken of the handling charateristics as well. What do you discover at the average club?
An easy-to-fly I :30 club glider is further up the club fleet
than a trickY-Io-handle I :25 glider. This is not always the

case but it is a paradox that you need a 100 hours a~d a
Silver C to fly the open primary, whilst the first-solo ghder
may be an Astir.
The factors which should be taken into account are:
A reasonable degree of compatibility - not too big a
step between each type.
2) A range of performance allied to Ihe probable tasks to
be attempted. For instance the Surrey & Hants Club
offers K-8s, K-6, Pilatus, Astirs, a Kestrel 19 with Vegas
to come for a membership of 300. Such a range of
gliders does not present significant conversion problems; the only related one is deciding ,the 'level of
experience at which pilots convert. This of COurse is
usually based on hours and launches, but is probably
better based on cross-country achievement if that is
what the gliders are to be used for - but I digress!
Undoubtedly there are advantages for the pilot who flies
a variety of gliders, whether he is aware of it or not; a pilot
who has flown ten types is usually mOre experienced than
one who has flown two or three. Practically all this means is
taking more care of the less experienced pilot if the type
conversion step is a big one.
I)

Economics.
The economics of gliding sometimes seem a bit odd to say
the least; £100000 wor,th of gliders waiting for a launch and
perhaps not getting one because the towcar (cost £(25) has
broken down. The great delusion of gliding is that it's Cheap
which it certain~y isn't, and in many respects a re-think is
necessary. It is interesting to see that some clubs are now
buying new K-13s even though they cost £8000 plu~. ~he
significance of such a purchase can be measured 10 lOcreased launch height, frequency of soaring flights and the
general satisfaction of the members. I well remember the
remarkable change at Lasham when the Capstans were
replaced by K-l3s, the Swallows by K-8s and the old
towcars by new ones; successful soaring flights became the
norm for early solo pilots.
Why not undertake a budgetting exercise to see whether
you could really afford a good "top end" to the club fleet?
The two provisos are that there are enough pilots to fly it
and the policy for its use will not mean that the Calif or
Nimbus 2 are doing circuits or one-hour locaf flights.
A good fleet and pilots achieving things with it is a
tremendous morale booster as you would find out if you
visited the few forward-thinking clubs.

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE.
Telephone: 061-4272488

The Qualified Repairers
C.A.A. "B" Licence approval in all materials
B. G.A. Senior Inspection Approval, "E" & "M" Rating
P.F.A. Approval-all airframes
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The Optimum Design
and Wing section of a
15m Glider without
Flaps

An introduction by Frank Irving. In 1971, a splendid
meeting (Euromech Colloquium 26) was held at Oberwolfach, to discuss The Aerodynamic and Structural Design of
Gliders. Professor Eppler and I read papers on the overall
optimisation of gliders which, although different in detail,
came to broadly simHar conclusions: that if one wanted a
ISm glider to be near-optimum in terms of average crosscountry speed over a wide range of thermal strengths, its
aspe~t ratio should be somewhat lower than generally
fashionable. Its empty weight should be low but it should be
capable of carrying a large amount of waterballast. The
"Astir CS" was designed in accordance with this philosophy, presented here in a straightforward but comprehensive manner by Professor Eppler.

By PROF. RICHARD EPPLER
Translafed by Joachim Schneibel
At a seminar in Oberwolfach nearly six years ago the wellknown glider pilot/designer Frank Irving stated that
allowing the use of waterballast in the Standard Class
would cause fundamental changes in future designs. I
myself reached the same conclusion in another contribution to the same Seminar. We both calculated that the wing
area would have to increase, but to date we have been
waiting in vain for this revolution.
The first glider designed with a significantly larger wing
area was the Astir CS which has led to heated discussion
throughout the world on the pros and cons of this change in
design. In the following paragraphs an attempt is made to
compare carefully the different theories. This is not a
simple matter. In the early days most gliding was carried
out on slopes and the most important requirement at that
time was a low minimum rate of sink. Later during the
thirties, the emphasis shifted to the best glide angle. Today
nearly all soaring is done in thermals, so some people feel
that high speed performance is of prime importance while
others say that they cannot cover much ground unless they
can climb well. Honestly, who ever calculates in much
detail which parameters yield how much improvement in
particular weather conditions?
Here we will compare several gliders and attempt to
obtain some figures which have real meaning. We have
chosen very different data so that the particular influences
in the performance can be seen easily (see Fig I). After
completing these comparisons we will be able to say more
about how to obtain the optimum.
First let us imagine two gliders I and 2a with different
wingspansb l = 18m,b 2 = 15m, but with equal wing area S
= 14m 2• All other features, the wing section, the weight, the
fuselage and therefore the parasitic drag, are supposed to be
equal. The main difference is therefore the aspect ratio A.
Glider I has A· = 23 and glider 2a has A = 16.1. According
to the well-known formula below the aspect ratio is of great
importance for the induced drag CD; = D;ltpV1S =
kC/!I1rA

The coefficient of the induced drag is inversely proportional to the aspect ratio and proportional to the square of
the lift coefficient CL. The factor k is slightly greater than I if
the lift distribution is not elliptical. We will rate all the
gliders the same in th,is respect and always take k = 1.03.
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Glider

Spon (m)
Wing area (m'l
Aspect rolio
Weighl (kg)
Wing loading (kg 1m 2 )

18
J.4

23.1
350
25

20/b

15
14
16.1
• 3501420
25130

3

15
10
22.5
300
30

The lift coefficient CL depends on the speed Vand the
wing loading W/ S and the density of air p the relation being
CLtpV1S

=

W

In combination with the first formula this means that
CD; = (4k W 1I11A p1S!) (/I VS) holds. A doubling of the speed
results in a decrease of the induced drag coefficient to a
sixteenth of its original value. In other words, at high speeds
the induced drag is of little importance!
What then is the difference between our two gliders in
high speed flight? The total wing area, wing loading,
fuselage and parasitic drag are equal. The only difference is
that the mean chord of the second glider is larger - it has to
achieve the same wing area at reduced span. It therefore has
at any speed a larger Reynolds number which is proportional to the product of chord and speed. It is generally
known that the profile drag decreases with increasing
Reynolds number (see also Fig 4). This means that at high
speeds 2a will be somewhat better than glider I, and this is

illustrated more accurately in Fig 2 showing glider 2a to be
better above about L70km/h. However the d'ifferences are
sufficien,tly s'mall so that one can say that the two gliders are
equivalent between 140km/h and 200km/h on average.
However, the different aspect ratios of course resule in
differences in performance at slower speeds. The differences
at the best gliding angle and at the minimum rate of sink are
shown in the table inserted in Fig 2.

Glider
I

2a
2b
J

Best Glide Angle,

40.3S
35.03
35.35
31.30

at kmlh

85
95
104
92

Min sink

Q.S:l8
0.655
0.715
0.61:l

at kmlh

70
73
81
75

When these polar curves are considered one pilot will say
that if there are no advantages at high speeds he would
prefer manoeuvrability in thermals to a large wing span. He
is GOnvinced that he would do as weU in a competition with a
15m glider as in a 18m glider. Another pilot will say that he
will always be ahead if he has a better rate of climb, even if
the performance is the same at high speeds.
It is difficu t to estimate what advantages are given by the
better manoeuvrability of the smaller glider. We can,
however, take a closer look at th.e advantages of better slow
speed performance in cross-country soar,ing, and examine
the statement of our second pilot who considers there is no
advantage in better manoeuvrabi'lity. It is of little use to
look only at the best gliding angle for this purpose as we
really have to compare the performance of the gliders when
circling.
The minimum rates of sink which can be obtained as a
functioll of the radius of turn are shown in the lower part of
Fig 3. If one wants to es·timate the attainable rates of climb,
however, one has to bear in mind tha't both gliders do not fly
in the same air conditions. As is well-known,every thermal
has a core and it is often advantageous to turn tightly,
despite the increased ra te of sin k of the glider.
In order to 'take this factor into account it is assumed that
thermals have a certain core velocity which decreases
outwards iRa parabolic manner more or less rapidly. In the
upper part of Fig 3 three sizes of lhermals, large (L),
medium (M) and small (S)., are plotted for differenl values
of core velocity Vc ~ 2, 3 and 4m/s. One can, of course,
consider many addit·ional values and for example calculations were also carried out for an three sizes with Vc = Srn Is.
Wilh this multiple selection, however, we have a faidy good
spectrum of the various types of therma·ls normally en-

countered. This does net mean that in reality thermals look
lik.e this. Il means that for normal rales of [turn, the
updraught velocities are fairly we'" represenled and hence
calculations can be made of the advanlages obtainable by
turningtight:ly.
Indeed, the optimum radius of turn and the attainable
rale of climb V" for every up-curren1t and type of glider can
be cakulated in this way. This rate corresponds lo the
maximum value of up-currents minus the rat,e of sink oflhe
glider. In Fig 3 it corresponds ,to lhe maximum separation of
the up-current and. circling performance curves in the
ver.tical direction. The attainable rate of climb is indicated
by arrows for two different gliders in a medium thermal
with a core velocity of 3m/s.
When we compare the circling performances of gliders I
and 2a in Fig 3 we can immediately see that the rate of sink
of glider I is always lower. The wing loadings are identical
so the smallest possible radi.i of turn are approximately
equal; also equal are the radii corresponding to 30" angle of
bank, which are indica,ted on Fig 3 by '30"'.
What effect does this difference of aboUl 0.17m/s have on
an average cross-country flight? This can be easily found by
using the well-known MacCready construction where one
draws a tangenlt to the performance curve from a point V,·,
above the origin (which is not v,isible in Fig 2). The average
cruising speed V R is given by the interseclion with the
velocity axis.
Vertical velocity of thermal (m/s)
Rate of sin" (m/s~
yc .. l,m/s

4 ......-:~~--,------r------,

1~-----'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''_--1---+-~-----i

Fig 3
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A remarkably large difference is obtained, especially in
small weak thermals, when the inter-thermal speed is kept
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low. Glider I also shows an advantage in that respect and
some examples are listed in Table I. Everybody who knows
about the importance of tiny differences in a competition
will appreciate the significance of these figures!
Table I

Up-eurrent

V R (I)

V R (2a)

2S

47.8
78.5
91.9
105.1

36.4 (km/h)
73.8
88.5
102.9

3M
4M
5L

Summarising, the first comparison shows that given equal
wing area, an increase in aspect ratio and therefore wing
span, although not improving the high speed performance,
improves circling flight and hence the overall performance.
The greater manoeuvrability of the smaller glider can
diminish this, but hardly cancel it
As an aside, a pilot who on average succeeds in climbing
faster than his competitor by 0.17m/s, has the same
advantage (I have tbe impression that in most cases the
differences between pilots -are greater than those between
gliders).
Hitherto it has looked as though a high aspect ratio
always carries great advantages, but we are now going to do
a second comparison. If the wing span is limited, as it is in
the Standard Class, a large aspect ratio then also means a
small wing area. In order to clarify this difference we will
compare two gliders, again having as much as possible in
common, but with different aspect ratios though having the
same wing span.
First we shall take a normal glider 3 Qf the Standard Class
with S = 10m 2, A = 22.5, and b = 15m and with W = 300
kg, giving a wing loading of W / S = 30kg/m 2• This glider
would in fact have difficulty in reaching such a low wing
loading at all.
For comparison we shall take glider 2a again as before,
but increase its weights with ballast to W = 420kg and
thereby obtain a wing loading W / S of 30kg/m 2• We will call
this glider 2b. This comparison is also very informative.
There is now not only a greater difference in the Reynolds
number than between gliders I and 2a but in addition there
is a further decisive influence in the coefficient of the
parasitic drag, which is related to the wing area and is thus
larger for glider 3 by a factor of exactly lA. Since at high
speeds the parasitic drag is approximately half of the total
drag we would expect large differences in the performance
eurves in this region. These can be seen at first glance in Fig
2 which shows the results of detailed calculations.
The magnitude of this effect may be slightly puzzling to
some. They might say that as glider 2b has the same fuselage
and a larger wing area it should have larger drag. Correct,
but on the other hand it is heavier for the same wing
loading, and hence has more energy available per metre of
height loss. It can easily be calculated that this is the more
important influence. The fuselage of glider 2b is smaller in
relation to the wings and therefore contributes a smaller
fraction of the total drag. Whichever way one looks at the
facts, glider 2b is distinctly superior to glider 3 in high speed
ftight.
Glider 3 is of course better at slow speeds but the
difference is much smaller than between gliders I and 2a
because of the parasitic drag. The difference in the min-

imum rate of sink is O.lOm/s instead ofO.13m/s, and for the
difference in best glide angle it is reduced from 5.3 to 2.0!
It is again of interest to consider how this affects the mean
cruising speed YR. Table 2 contains some comparisons. In
average weather conditions, when the real rate of climb in
thermals exceeds 1.7m/s, glider 2b is better, and in good
weather by a factor of about 3.2%. This is once again a
remarkably large difference.
Table 2
Up-current

VR(3)

VR(2b)

25
3M
4M
5L

28.7
72.5
87.4
102.9

14.7
71.7
88.8
106.2

VR(2a)

36.4 (km/h)
73.8
88.4
102.9

In poor weather glider 3 is better. However, in such
conditions glider 2b wi~l have jettisoned its ballast, so one
ought to compare gliders 3 and 2a in the case of weak
thermals. This proves to be another surprise. There is such a
distinct difference in induced drag that glider 2b can easily
jettison 70kg of ballast, thereby reducing its wing loading by
5kg/m2, and still be as good as glider 3 at high speeds. The
difference in minimum rate of sink has reduced to 0.043
cm/s: the lift/drag ratio has fallen by 0.3 because of the
smaller Reynolds number to a difference of 2.3. The
minimum speed of glider 2a is 62km/h in contrast to that of
glider 3 of 68.2km/h. Glider '2a was taken to have a
relatively high weight of350kg while glider 3 has a very low,
hardly attainable weight of 300kg.
One could make the mistake in this comparison of only
considering the performance curves above 70km/h, where
glider 3 is always slightly better. However, a look at the
circling performance curves shows that glider 2a is considerably better in all turns with angles of bank above 30".
The important consideration is again the effect on the
cruising speed. Table 2 shows that glider 2a is distinctly
better in weak thermal weather but is exactly the same in
extremely good soaring conditions.
Summarising, the second comparison shows that given
limited wing span the glider with the larger wing area has
remarkable advantages in thermal cross-country flight.
One immediately asks to what extent the enlargement in
wing area is advantageous. It has already been shown that
with 14m 2 wing area and the same wing loading the aspect
ratio has a considerable influence at low speeds. More
detailed investigations show that the optimum value
depends on one's assumptions as to what weather conditions are most common. In the case of relatively strong
thermals the optimum area is around 14-15m 2, and some·
what lower in the case of weaker thermals. The optimum is
however always broad, which means that the performance
is hardly red uced if one chooses an area slightly less than the
best.
Of course there are arguments against large wing areas,
especially in the case of handling during rigging. On the
other hand the low landing speed is a big advantage during
training and for field landings. Furthermore one does not
have to worry about every gram of weight in design and
production, and one can thus introduce economies. As for
genuine performance, more detailed and extensive calculations show that enlarging the wing area from 10 to 12.5m 2
reduces the best gliding angle by 1.5, increases the min-
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SCHLEICHERS
Are pleased to announce its latest range of
gliders to match the requirement of
discerning club and competition pilots.

ASW·19

A high performance 15 metre GRP sailplane built to
ClVV standard class (no flap) specification with the
serious competition pilot in mind. Excellent circling
performance with a flat polar throughout the speed
range to get you into the forefront of speed flying.

DELTA
PAPA
A LIFE OF
FLYING

ASW·20

An entirely new flapped GRP sailplane designed to
the new ClVV Open 15 metre racing class with a
performance comparable to many current open class
machines. Max. glide 1:43 with flap settings
automatically co-ordinated with airspeed to give
optimum glide performance. Outstanding glide path
control.

Derel< Piggott
In this compelling autobiography, Derek
Piggott describes for the first time his own
wide-ranging (and often unique) flying
experiences.
From his first flight at the age of four,
through RAF and civil gliding, to flying for
such films as The Blue Max and Those

ASK·21

An entirely new fibre glass high performance tandem
two-seater. Specifically designed to meet the exacting demands of direct training for the modern
generation of fibre glass single seaters.

Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines,

his story makes fascinating reading -every
reader, pilot or not, will share in the
exhilarating but demanding business of
flying.

Also in current production the well-known ever popular

ASK·13

Two-seater training sailplane with excellent soaring
potential.

ASW·17

Super high performance Open Class sailplane for
those who want only the best.

Write for brochures to: THE MANAGER

LONDON SAILPLANES LTD.
Dunstable Downs, Dunstable, Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 63419
Agents for Alexander Schleicher, Segelflugzeubau.

Fully illustrated
£4.25

PelhaJnBooks..........__~
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imum rate of sink by lcm/sec (effectively nothing) but is
beneficial in cross-country flight by 2-3% on average. These
predi~tiQns have been confirmed by carefully conducted
comparison flights.
By the way, these statements are not restricted only to the
Standard Class. I am expecting there to be a tendency to use
distinctly larger wing areas in the Racing and the Open
Class.
These comparisons reveal another very important conclusion. A mere increase of the wing span in our first
comparison resulted: in performance gains which cannot be
achieved by the Racing Class over the Standard Class. An
increase in wing span costs very little compared with the
installing of flaps. An 18m Class with all other restrictions of
the pr,esent Standard Class would allow much better and
cheaper gliders than the Racing Class, which is therefore
fundamentally a regrettable development in the wrong
direction.
All the previous cakulations related only to the measurements of the glider. There are other features of design which
have to beoptimised for cross-country flying rather than for
the best glide angle, such as wingtip incidence and wing
section. Flight experience shows that factors other than the
purely theoretical circling performance given in Fig 3 are
important. Tnese theoretical performances have to be
achieved with very high lift coefficients flying dose to the
stall. The stalling behaviour is of great importance in Ithat
case. It is of even greater importance for "dynamic soaring",
when one is trying to profit by utilising small irregular
"cores" at low flying speeds. This method can hardly be used
safely because one has to take the risk of a wing dropping or
stalling.
It can easity be seen that at high speeds wingtip incidence,
or washout, results in a contribution to the induced drag that
does not approach zero like CL. Washout is therefore always
a disadvantage at high speeds, so one has to attempt to
design a wing profile without an abrupt stalling behaviour
even without washout. Judging by experience hitherto this
did not seem to be feasible, as extremely good performance
wing sections have had' the disadvantage of a more or less
culpable behaviour at the stall.
It n@w appears that to obtain gentle stalling one does not
have to sacrifice either high speed flight, the best glide angle
or the minimum rate of sink, but only to have a slight
reduction at coefficients of lift above CL = 1.1 to achieve
extremely gentle stalling characteristics.
The result of this· philosophy is wing section 603, whose
polar curve is shown in Fig 4. All essential information
available is listed. The computed coefficients ofli(t and also
the wind tunnel measurements of drag by Or. Althaus are
plotted in addition to the value of C Lm", determined from
flight tests.
Some additional observations need to be made. Several
approximations are contained in the theory used for the
calculations; the theore,tical curves as calculated are not
absolutdy reliable and are more suitable for comparison of
different wing sections. On the other hand neither do wind
tunnel measurements give an absolute measure because t.he
measurements are made between horizontal and vertical
walls. The influence of the horizontal walls is well known
and is corrected for in the curves of CL and Clm'H of the total
wing section. However no account was taken of the in-
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f:1uenoe on thee details of tbe pressure distribution and the
boundary layer. In addition. the ascertainable measurement
of the profile drag by a pitot traverse of the wake contains
uncertain assumptions.. Wind tunnel measurements also
show dilferences between different wing sections rather
than prQviding absolute values.
The measurement of the transition point at which the
boundary layer become& turbulent is very easy and reliable.
For this section Fig 4 also containS ·an experimental value
for another wing section FX 61-1'84 which proved to have
15% less laminar boundary layer during measurement than
wing section 603. This difference can of course easily be
verified by use of a computer. The corresponding computer
value is also plotted. The reason that the measured values
are slightly better than the computer values for one wing
section and are slightly inferior for the other is mainly due
to locallaminar breakaways and breakaway bubbles. The
high Reynolds number of 3 X 106 makes these improbable
in practice and this was confirmed by care~uny performed
oil-soot experiments showing that there were no breakaway
bubbles. One can therefore expect that the computer
calculated performance in this region is fairly realistic.
Corresponding statements are valid for the maximum
coefficient of lift. They were ascertained from fligh t experiments using a calibrated airspeed indicator thereby including the part. of the wing area affected by the fuselage.
While the C Lmo> value determined in the wind tllnnel was
lower than the calculated one, the one measured during
fligmt was higher.
The co-ordinates, the co-efficient of pitching moment at
zero lift, and the angle of zero lift of the Wing section 603 are
listed in Table 3.
Incidentally our glider comparisons were carried out
using the theoretical calculations of drag ooefficients for
wing section 603. There is very little change to the basic
results using different w,ing sections; Ithis was checked
several times.
Summarising the results of -this report one can say:
I) The performance of a glider cannot be judged by
m~ans of the speed performance clJfve alone. One has
to tak,e into account circling flight and average crosscounltry flight.
2) There are advantages of about 3% in cross-country
flying hitherto by enlarging the wing area of a Standard
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SUP"ER SOARING BOOKS

~
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£3.00
paperback

£2.50
paperback

SOARAMERICA.
At lastl From all over the U.S., the best from SOARING
over the years: great record/badge flights. from the finest
sites ~pl\l$ some 'fun' failures) - winning world records
from Texas (Scott/Greenel. savoring Oregon's spectacular
Steens. coOnquering Mt. Whitney, enjoying Colorado's
'Black Forest', beachcombing Torrey Pines, riding Hawaii's waves and Appalachian ridges, getting shot down on
a Florida sports field, beating Louisiana swampland, soaring the, 'heartlaod', the magnificent Mojave, the East
Coast, Northern California. Arizona, the Columbia basin.
All from some of soaring's best known names! Illustrated
with maps, three-views, photographs. - 20 chapters,
240 pages.

SOARSIERRA.
For every serious pilot, here is th~ definjtive word from
the experts on the Sierra Nevada - the world's finest
soaring territory. Carl Herold on ship/equipment preparation and pilotage; weather by noted Sierra meteorologist
Doug Armstrong; route/site selection. from 20-year Sierra
veteran Dick Cook; detailed flight phvsiology and survival
data for pilot and crew. Plus great Sierra soaring stories.
Illustrated with spectacular mountain photography,
detailed weather charts. even a satellite photo of waves
from Reno to Colorado! - 10 chapters, 180 pages.

£2.50
paperback

£2,50
paperback

ADVANCED SOARING
The world's experts give you their personal instruction.
on alii the tough problems from first solo to triple diamonds. Lavishly iUystrated with cockpit layouts, three
views, annotated sectionals and maps, weather charts,
polars, barograph traces. 10,000 in print!

WINNING On the Wind - Moffat
In this World Championship year, this is the soaring
book that stands the test of time. 'Must' reading for every
pilot. Who says so? "No better single book on the market" (Herald); "This is THE book on competitive soaring"
(Piggottl. Over 4.000 sold in 32 countries.

r------------------------------------,
Che<:k items desired:

SOARAMERICA:
SOARSIERRA:

0

0

paperback (£3.00)

paperback (£2.50)

ADVANCED SOARING:

0

WINNING On The Wind:

paperback (£2.50)

0

paperback (£2.50)

_

Set of lithos (£5.00) 0
Total

------

Name
Address

_

11" xIS"

--r-

£5.00
Sel of 14 Lithos

Please odd 25p postage/packing per item. Sorry,.no C.O.D.
your money back.
Satisfaction gua,anteed
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The Soaring Press
British Gliding Association
Kimberley House
Voughan Way, Leicester
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GOING, GOING
Three-views sold out. But if you hurry, you t;an still
get our set of 14 sensational lithos - the super shots of
the great ships from 1-26 to AS-W12.

Class glider from common values of 10m 2 to 12.5m 2,
although this resulHsin a decrease ,in the best glide
angle of 1.5 points.
3) It is only possible to comp-are performances by means
of the best glide angle in the case of very weak
conditions and identical wing loadings.
4) The attainable performance jin climbing depends substantially on the flying qual\ilies at slow speeds. These
should be obtainable from the wing section, not from
washout.
Profil.603
N
Q
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
21
28
29

X
100.000'
99.625
98.549
96.873
94.683
92.005
88.838
8~i.222

81.227

76.930
72.409
67.743
63.009
58.283
5.3.631
49.058
44.51'5
40.001

35.5053
31.208
27.003
22.979
19.'17
15.636
12.390
9An

6.907
4.720
2.930
1.552

Y
0.000
0.085
0.365
0.853
1.495
2.228
3.0'38
3.945
4.952
{L043
7.1,93
8.369
9.527
10.612

11.543
12.223
12.624
12.785
12.729
12.470
12.025
11.414
10.654
9.762
8.754
7.651
6.474
5.246
3.995
2.752

X
0.597
0.083
0.075
0.697
1.949
3.741
6.045
8.836
12.0'78
15.727
19.738
24.060
28.642
33.427
38.357
43.367
48.393
53.370

N

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
~8

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
4'9

S8.260

SO
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60
B

C... = ·0.0970

-

=

63.043
67.745
72.447
77.144
81.732
86.086
90.073
93.558
96.386
98.417
99.610
100.000
-4.28'

Y
1.557
0.465
-0.409
-1.143
-1.875
-2.573
-3.221
-3.814
-4.352
-4.833
-5.251
-5.600
-5.876

Club Comment
On seeing a private owner step into his latest glass ship, one
of the more cynical members was heard to remark: HA small
step for man, a giant increase in the insurance premium."

WHO?

HUMBERSIDE AVIATION. The Inspector is 0
retired RAF Officer, Flight Solely Investigator,
experienced pilot, and gliding enthusiast.

WHAT?

A determined, low-cost, Iriendly, repair service,
lor gliders, mOlar-gliders, trailers, PFA aircraft,
and cars. Relreshments available lor crews.
Gross landing field adjacent, to South.

WHERE?

WOODSIDE
ROAD, WROOT, NEAR
DONCASTER, DN9 2BP. Telephone (Day)
0302-771005; (Night) 0302-770 I0 I. Trailer and
Cor Parking available.

HOW?

In centrally-heated premises (65' x 65' x 10'),
Your glueing and spraying done at controlled air
temperature and humidity. For pre-pasitianing 01
crews, R/T, and derigging assistance, Telephone
day or night numbers. Petrol pumps 'and garage
lacilities adjacent, with shop and pub dose by.

APPROVED

By BGA and Lloyds (Aviation Dept).

NEXT?

US, EEC and Commonwealth manufacturers
requiring on Agen<;y in the UK ore invited to
make contact.

-6.072

-6.186
-6.207
-6.124
·5.907
-5.5119
-4.927
-4.099
-3.092
-2.066
-1.148
-0.415
0.086
0.334
0.340
0.201
0.057
0.000

HALLYE SUPER TUGS
-

150ST

180GT

235GT

International recoveries

Tugs and pilots available

---':------,
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KEITH MANSEll

WHOSE GLIDER?

some time now we have had glider identification problems. A number of these relate directly or indirectly to
BGA competition numbers. Last autumn the BGA Executive set up a Sub-Committee (Keith Mansell, John
Brownlow, Frank Irving, Lemmy Tanner and John Williamson) to study the problems that had arisen, to consider
likely future problems and to make appropriate reccommendations.
The Sub-Committee has reported back to the Executive which asked that the report should be published as a
"Green Paper" for consideration and comment by all those interested. Accordingly the report is set out below.
For

Please send your written comments to Keith Mansell via the BGA office.
GLIDER IDENTlFlCA TlON
I THE NEEDS
Currently the main needs for identification are:
1) Sighting - at competition start/finish lines
- for accurate log keeping
- to help the establishment of radio contact
between gliders flying in fairly close proximity.
2) Call signs - for those gliders fitted with radio.
3) Certification - for C of A and insurance purposes.
The needs in I and 2 would be substantially extended if
the owners of all gliders sought visual identification and/or
a radio call sign.
11 SUITABILITY OF PRESENT SYSTEMS
The needs are at present catered for by three quite
separate systems:
BGA competition numbers
Home Office call signs
BGA C of A numbers
Each of these systems is adequate for its basic purpose
although the first two suffer from some administrative
inefficiencies. A pilot whose call sign differs from his
competition number is in Some diffi(;u ty in complying with
the competition rules. The use of competition numbers for
log keeping and for air to air recognition is a bonus
addi.tional tatheir basic purpose and is only effective for the
572 gliders with such numbers. There are, however, local
identifi.cation systems used by some dubs for log keeping.
If the owners of more than' WOO gliders wished to display
a competition number then the present three-digit system
would be inadequate. The individual digits of a four-digit
number would be smaller on the fin/rudder area than are
those of a three-digit number.
III PROBLEMS OF PRESENT METHODS
The problems associated with the present methods are:
1) Expense
@f removing from a glider a competition
number which the seller of the glider
wishes to retain.
2)

Confusion
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through duplication caused by:
a. Competition numbers not being
removed from a glider the seller of
which puts the same number onto another glider.
b. Administrative fumble resulting in the
duplicate authorisation of a competitive number or of a call sign.

3)

4)

Confusion

between competition numbers and height
calls when a numeric call sign is aICcompained by poor R/T procediure.

Inadequacy of the three-digit competition number if
the demand for it exceeds '999. (There are
approximately 1150 BGA and 250 ATC &
RAFGSA giliders and 572 allocated competition numbers.)
Transferabil,ity of competition numbers is the main cause
of problems I and 2a and without it problems of the 2b
variety would probably be much rarer. The combination of
the two factors poor R/T procedure and a numeric call sign
causes problem 3. The absence of either factor eliminates the
problem.
Problem 4 is not current. It would arise if the demand for
visual identification via the competition number system
were to exceed 999 but only then if four-digit numbers
were to be considered unacceptable.
Problems I and 2b can involve significant expense. Apart
from this the problems in I, 2 and 3 are not major, If
problem 4 were to arise then it would be major and could
aggravate problems I and 2.
IV PROPOSALS FOR RESOLVING THE PROBLEMS
We recognise that there are pilots who are emotionally
attached to their competition numbers. Our claim is to
provide glider owners with an opportunity to avoid the
problems in Ill. We propose the esta\'lishmen't of a new
system to operate as an alternative to the existmg three-digit
competition number system and any other visual identification markings.
A THE NEW SYSTEM
The new system would feature a three-letter character identification which would be:
I) Allocated to each of the non-military gliders (in the V K
at the start of the system or which enter subsequently)
that are subject to Cs of A issued by the BGA or by the
CAA and to those other gliders operated by the
RAFGSA, the RNGSA, the AGA or other service
orga nisa tion.
2) Recommended to owners to be used as the means of
visual identification.
3). Recommended strongly as the radio call sign (except
where a different visual identification is used).
4) Permanent and non-transferable.
5) Acceptable for competition purposes.
6) Free and without ,renewal fee.

B THE EXISTING SYSTEM
The present three-digit competition number system
would continue but no new numbers would be issued.
Holders of existing numbers would be able to:
1) Continue the practice of transferring their number to
successive gliders subject to the payment of an
appropriate registration fee,
OR
2) Abandon their number when the glider bearing it is next
sold. In such an event the new owner of the glider could
opt to retain the number as the identification of the
glider or to remove the number and then use the
appropriate three-letter identification if required. Subsequent owners, of the glider would have this same
option. Once the three-digit number is given up i,t would
not be re-issued.
It will be necessary 10 have an accurate list of current
competition numbers. To achieve this a complete list should
be published and then corrected where necessary.
The new system has a gross capacity of 17576 which
would be sufficient for mote than ten times the number of
gliders at present in the UK. The new system would
therefore be well able to cope if all owners wished to use it to
identify their gliders. It would provide a sound basis for
radio call signs and would eliminate the problems associated with transferability. It would, however, need to be
supported by good administration although this should be
simplified by the removal of the need for renewal. An
important interface with the new system is the authorisation
and allocation of radio call signs.

parafil
a new concept in
launching ropes
• strong
• light
• non-corroding
• flexible and easily
handled
Ask for details of this advanced material

19·21 KENTS HILL ROAD' BENFLEET' ESSEX' SS7 5PN
Telephone: South Benfleet (03-745) 52711 /2

THE BRITISH WOMEN PILOTS'
ASSOCIATION
JUlIA WALES - Chairman

We were founded in 1955 with the help of the Women's
Engineering Society whose President for a number of years
was Amy Johnson: When a scholarship in her memory was
awarded for the first time in 1955, several women pilots
present decided to start their own association. On March
ri, 1955,22 pilots and eight members of the WES voted the
British Women Pilots' Association into existence. We now
have 260 members and cater for pilots of all standards and
anyone interested in aviation generally.

The love of getting airborne.
We have several airline pilots, ferry pilots, flying instructors, balloon enthusiasts, glider pilots, hang gliding
addicts, parachutists, helicopter pilots and Air Traffic
Controllers. The common denominator is the love of
getting airborne, or even just watching others getting
airborne. We aim to cater for beginners through to more
advanced pilots and our activities include ground lectures
on navigation, flight simulator practice, seaplane flying,
aerobatics and helicopter instruction. We have held gliding
weekends and tried our hand at parascending on a couple
of occasions. We also aim to visit as many foreign rallies as
possible, with the more adventurous taking part in the
Malta Rally.
The BWPA administers the Amy Johnson Scholarship
which gives assistance to girls wishing to become flying
instructors, and awards several major trophies annuaUy.
We are proud of our more famous ffiltmbers and have
enjoyed their inspiration over the years, but we mainly exist
to help girls who are new to flying or who need assistance to
get into careers in aviation. We also welcome men as
associate members! The BWPA was amongst the first group
of people to visit Concorde 002 in the hangar at Fairford,
three members took part in the Transatlantic Air Race,
several in the annual national air races and we now have a
member who plans to cross the channel in a hot air balloon.
No one could accuse the BWPA of lacking in enthusiasm
when opportunities to fly present themselves!
Our excellent magazine is published three times a year
and keeps members in touch and gives news of those living
overseas. Since taking over as Chairman just over a year
ago, I am delighted that we have gained so many glider
pilots as members. We are organising two gliding weekends
this summer and I hope to meet some of them on one of
these occasions. We would naturally welcome any of your
readers to the BWPA and those interested should contacl
Mrs Muriel Tucker at PO Box 13, British Airways Terminal, London SW 1.
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The BGA Weekend, on extension of the troditional AGM followed by a dinner-dance, was a resounding
success. Based at the long Mynd Hote'l in the foothill's· of the Midland Gliding Club's spectacular site, ~
during the weekend 9f March 112-1 3, the response Was so good that Marjorie Hobby filled various other
hotels in the area with. member~ from 011 corners of the UK.
,
last year the BGA contented. itself with an AGM ,in londo~ when the annual trophies were presented..
This was thought by mcmy to be an anti-climax 'cnd it was a.greed to try 0 complete weekend of
activities.
The programme was lively, well considered and everyone We 'spoke to appreciated the opportunity to
meet up with so man.y old friends, to make new contacts, to talk endlessly about gliding and to join in the
discunions chaired by Roger Barrett; BGA Chairman.
Dee Reeves, BGA Publicity o.fficer, helped Morjolie Hobby of the Midland Club with the or9anisation
and the programme had an ideal balance, including a seri~ of activities for the benefit of those wives
and girl friends who are less d~dicated to gliding.. A flower arranging demonstration followed by 0
cream tea,a shopping trip and a visit to a· china factory and museum were the main diversions, plus the
Saturday evening dance-cum-party after the dinner.
The AGM was followed by an open forum when general topics were thrashed out from the
identification .of gliders to planning for the future, the afternoon ending with a film show.
More than 170 were at the dinnel with George and Maren lee as guests of honour and another 30
come to the dance. Maren later presented the trophies which included the new ORe given Iby the
Yorkshire GC in memory of Barrie Gdldsbrough. Designed and made by David lilburA, it really Is superb
and went to George as the pilot who 'came highest in any Class in the World Champs. (See S&G, April
1977, :p74, for the list of annual awards.)
Geofge was 0150 ,presented with a beautiful replica of the ASW-17, his World Champs' glider, by
Roger IBarrett OD behalf of the BGA. It was made in wood by John Glossop.
Roger welcomed the guests, spoke about the triumphs in Finland and said how proud they were of the
Br~tish Team. He 01'50 presentedBGA diplomas to Doug Jones, Albert Johnson and Chris Wills (seep 128).
1<;10 Scott-HilJ, Chairman of the Royal Aero Club, who responded, brought a personal message of best
wishes from Kitty ~nd Philip Wills. PhiHp, President of the BOA, was in hospital and sad to Ibe missing the
annual 'meeting for the first time in many years.
•
George Lee proposed a vote of thanks to Marjorie Hobby, Dee Reeves and the Midl<;md GC for
or,ganising the weekend and went on to talk about 1976 being a vintage year for the gliding movement
in the UK. He said If asked to select one of the many memorable flights of that summer 't would be Chris
Garton'~ 801'km out·and·return in a Kestrel 19. "A long out-and-return flight somehow kindles the
pioneering spi~i' that lies dormant in us all," he commented.
As to the World Champs, George thought there were two principal benefits from competition flying.
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commercial advantage~that iollow success in competitions. And there are many whose gliding has been
enriched by the advantages that increased performance offers,
"However, the greate~t benefits to my mind," he stressed, "come under the broad heading of
politics. International competitions offer many opportunities for the exchange of information and ideas
between countries, and national' teams serve os representatives of their gliding movement and
ambassadors of their country. On a nationall'eve,l, the fa,t that We send a fun team to every World
Chomps enhances the stature of our movement and assists in our dealings with the various departments
of civil 000 military aviatiQn. "
The World Champion concluded that the two greatest long-term problems facing our sport are the
preservation of our freedom of airspace and the security of tenure ,of our dub sites. George thanked
Roger Barretl for his calm and efficiency as Team Manager and paid tribute to his crew.
The youngest pilot present, Philip, Ralph Jones' 11 year-old son, presented a bouquet to Jean
Scott·HiII and MareR and boJ<es of fruit to Marjorie Hobby and Dee Reeves.
There was dancing until two in 'he morning and prizes were given for the best limericks (too risque for
publication!) ond for variQUS o'her competitions, but in typical fashion the bar became the focal point
with the continuation of gliding talk.
A cross-country brains, trust in the moming was packed with George lee and fellow competition pilots
being induced to give away trade secrets. Then came the pilgrimage up the hillside to the Midland Club
where 0 magnifICent lunch was waiting.
There was some fiyingon the Saturday but Sunday brought low cloud. However, the Mynd looked os
fascinating os ever and was obviously an initial attraction. But the success and sustained enjoyment of
theweekeoo, which sfarted for many on the Friday night with special rates 0& the hotels, m.ust convince
the organisers that this i,s 0 format to be continued. If the programme can be kept on these lines, the
venue is for less important.
h's thanks to Roger Barren's enthusiasm and vision that the BGA Weekend may well become a part
of the glider pilot's annual calendar.
-Th. World Champs Fund was opened during the Saturday evening when £52 was collected in cash and more than £50 raised on
the tombola,

A The rep~ca of the ASW-l' 7 presented to George lee, B, George Lee, with his wife, Maren, admiring 'he new trophy in memory of
Sorri. Gofdsbraugh, C. Roger Barreft, BGA Chairman, presenting one of the three BC;A diplomas la Chris Wills, D, Derek Davis,
Manager of Surrey & Hanls Gc, collecting the trophies on behalf of the Lasham pilots, E. Barry Rolfe, aGA General Secretary, F. Pam
Dovis, who WOIl 'he California in England trophy far the longesl flight by a woman, G, No prizes far what they are saying! Mike
CorIlon cnd'Srian Spreckley (National Coach' with 'he Seager cup awarded far fhe langesf flight in a fwo-seater, H, Keith Mansell,
SOA Vice·Chairman, an home territory, I, Dee Reeves, BGA Public Relations Officer. J Maren with Alan Kenworthy, winner of the De
Hovillond cup for the best gain of heIght, K, ,Philip Jones making a presentation fa Mariorie Hobby,
Photos, Jack Minshall.
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ONE MAN'S OPINION
Do some clubs need to change their policy if they are to survive
the coming years? Vic Carr thinks they do and gives his reasons
with advice for the future.

I have spent a considerable part of my leisure time gliding and enjoyed
immensely the many activities in which I have participated, including
quite a lot of instruction, high-performance flying and nOI.least of all club
management. More recently I have come to recognise that many of the
policies, or non-policies, followed by many ~liding clubs will not be good
enough as a suwival tnechanism for lhe changing circumstances which are
and win be pressed upon us in the next few years. What follows Is
essenlially a brief description of the various pr,oblem areaS which, in my
opinion, could be chan.ged for lhe benefit of us all.
First of all, let us look at one problem brought about by ,inflation. What
I have to say on this subject has an impact on ihe subjects which follow. In
the interests of simplicity, my explanation is described outside the club
operation. Many clubs augment, sometimes rely on, ~esidenl aeroplane
owners to fulfil the supplementary ,launching r61e. Bill. for instance. buys a
tug and allows other pilots to fly it. Launch fees are collected by the 11Ig
owner based on historical costs and curren'l rllnning charges. A small profi'l
results. When towing is first introduced, only 500 towS are ta'ken but by
year three it comes to nearly 2000pa. In the fullness of time when Bill's 'tug
needs replacing, he finds he needs £5000 instead of £1500 to replace it, and
he recognises thal his first liltle aeroplane has been burnt up towing. If he
had kept ,ilto· himself, it would have lasted ,five years at least, and he mi.ghl
nev'er 'have had to replace it and be compelled to find thar extra 0500.

Replacement cost too high
to think about.
Therefore, in three years towing Bill feels he has subsidised club flying
by £3500, or 50p per launch. In an accounting sense, he probably has. That
he feels aggrieved is not surprising. Now. the same rules apply to the
club-run tug, towcar or winch. The effect is probably worse in respect or
the winch, because Fred, in the late 1950'sO), built it in his own workshop.
The real historical cost is not recorded, and the replacement cost is too
high to think about.
Now the point I am making is that launches, for launching sake, even
within the club, are at a discount on tomorrow. My complaint is that many
of the pupils on whom we waste these launches, and some of the assistant
instructors who participated, will have left us altogether when the club has
to finance the replacement launching equipment. So don't waste them!
Launches are a scarce resource and should be allocated properly to each
activity. When taken, they should be used to achieve as much flying as
possible. We cannot possibly afford to waste them on unnecessary and
unproductive training, which brings me ,to my second ,point.
The constitul'ional accident. Most clubcommillees contain a disproportionate number of instructors. Many club policies discriminate
against solo pilots overall and private-owners in particular. Why? Well - it
is one man one vote. If 30 odd per cent 01 all members are of one year or
less, 50% or mOre are of ·twO years or less; it must be obvious thal as a
matter of course instructors will be the dominant group and matters of
Iraining win dominate club policies or non-policies. I find it.a paradox that
at those clubs where the constitutional accident has mo·st impact.
ab-initio.!, as individuals, get lhe poorest deal. In addition, instructors
whose motives I for one do not doubt, seem complacenr in the sure
knowledge that. the training treadmill must be trod. I doubt that it is really
necessary. If the membership over-subscription accepted by many c1l1bs,
and the cost of leplacement gliders .and launching equ,ipment results in
financial problems, whal can we do about it? I think that as most of our
clubs are run by the activities of a small band of long-term members, then
constitutionally we should give them a more dominant vote. One vote per
year ofmembcrship up to a maximum of two or th,ree must be worth a try!
I come now to national policies; in panicular, those of tile Instructors'
Committee and our two National Coaches. We are currently training

about 200 new assistant instructors each year (the coaching operation
tIiains approximately I~ 10 each year). The total on our books is about 1000.
My guess is that old t,imers and 'long standing instructors represent about
25%of the total which Implies an underly,ing wastage rate in the order of
30%. My point here is lhat instluctors of less than several summers cannot
pass on very well advanced flying ·te.chniques or advice on flying advanced
gliders. So would it be worthwbi'le to divert a proportion of the coaches'
time running speciallraining test weeks where they could lecture and help
solo pilots with their flying? Not sitting alongside them in two-seaters
necessarily, but by flying and watching them in the air. I think this
d.jversion would make a very real contribution to accident prevention, and
the spread of knowledge which cannot possibly travel through the
assistant instructors, however well motivated and trained they may be. At
the moment, the dub level .!readmill is making an assistant instructor
treadmill.
The last point I want to make is that at club and national level. we do
not sufficienll)' clearly define what it is we are trying to achieve. It has been
said that "if you don't know where you are going, all roads lead there"
How many dubs know where they are going? In my experience, very few.
Manifestations of the lack of clear agreed objectives create a scenario
which I will .endeav(lur to describe:
I. All decisions in the club can only be made at the monthly meetings by
the full committee. Any number of committee members between 12
and 20 sit between 7.30pm and 2.00am discussing an agenda of 30
items. The important questions are never asked - let alone answered.
2. Enthusiastic and talented mem bers of the committee try '10 short cut the
lacll of agreed objectives with independent projects of their own.
frequently, their lack of experience and ability for hard work leads to
quite deep involvement before other members of the committee
recognise their objections to the project. Instant recrimination and
confusion occurs. often followed by resignations.
3. Annual operational and financial results are accepted with complacency, because the committee has no idea what results could be
expected except by comparison with last year, or the year before.
4. Our l:ommittees frequently resort to well-known subterfuges to avoid
making decisions at all. Either they put the decision off until the next
meeting or, depending on the day and protagonists present, they
reverse each decision at alternate meetings.
My oontention is that all this waste of managemenl lime ,is just not
necessary. Clear objectives seem to be fairly straight·forward. Most people
want more and better flying. so why not more tlying hours per member?
We need enough new pilots to replace the wastage; you can Pllt a figure on
that by researching your tlying and membership records. Every member
needs a different number of launches depending on his experience. Why
not tot up what is a reasonable expectation for each class of member and
see if it adds up to what the club can achieve? If not, then you may have
too many members, or too many gliders.

Sub-committees to achieve
objectives set in their way.
You may be trying to achieve the impossible. If this is so, how about
admitting it - at least to yourselYes? At least you will know in your own
mind whether you deserve the criticism you allract. From these prime
objectives, a series of departmenlal Objectives should flow. Each leader,
tug master, ab-initio senior instructor, ueasurer and cross-country senior
pilots should be left with their own sub-comminees to achieve the
objectives set in their own way. The management committee as a whole
should try and avoid doing the sub-committee's job. They should. of
course, examine the results of differenl sections to see how well the club is
performing to the plan. We won'l achieve everything 100%. However, the

items discussed at those monthly meetings will be about how to achieve,
nOI whether we should or should not.
In conclusion then, these problems are inter-acting to make our future
more difficult than before. To make our long-term membership secure
should be our first aim. We probably need to analyse our own club's
statistics separately because our clubs don't correspond to many generalisations. Here are some of the questions I think you should find the
answers 10, and make your own objectives fit the problems you find:
What is the membership wastage rate on a one, two, three and five
year basis?
How many training launches did you achieve last year?

How many launches did those pilots sent solo use?
How many training launches resulted in how many Bronze Cs'?
How many launches per member were taken by solo pilots?
How many launches per member were taken by private-owners?
From which members did last year's revenue come"
What would launches cost if you included replacement cost based on
1978 estimated values?
Armed with this analysis it will be possible to see the problem more
clearly and, more importantly. convince our existing membership of the
need for change. After all, this year's new members have only to pay two
more subscriptions before they find themselves in the minority.

LIFE AND REPAIR POLICY ON PARACHUTES
J., N. GOODWIN - Soles Manager of Irvin Great Britain Ltd
For several years now, all Type 1.24 parachutes used by the Armed
StlrVice, .irrespective of their application, have been subject to a maximum
life of ten years fmm the date of original manufacture. This life was
eslablished 10 ensure that the parachutes were al all t·imes capable of
meeting the requirements of very high speed deplo)'ments called for in
escapes from modem jet aircraft, particularly in conjunction with ejection
seats.
Patently, parachutes used in emergency escapes from gliders are not
subjected to the same deployment conditions. Experience has· indicated
that the standard 1.24 parachute, can safely be used for 25 years after
manufacture sllbjet:llo a satisfactory standard o{mainlefJanCe beillg applied

lhrougholll ils life.
Regreltably, ellperience has also indicated Ihat parachutes generally are
falling short of the required standard of mainlenance. More and more
frequently we come across unauthorised' mod·ifications or repairs, poor
packing or spasmodic and lengthy periods between servicing. Consequently we Ihink 'il prudent in the interests of'safety to review our policy
and limit the life of parachutes used in g!,iders la 17 years.
With immediate effect, tlie following company .policies will apply:
1) Sale of Reconditioned Parachutes
The muimum age of any standard 1.24 parachute released from the
firm for use in gliders, either separately or as parI of any assembly, will be
12 years. This will give the parachute a minimum of five years useful 'life, if
carefully maintained. Parachutes suitable for reconditioning are rarely
obtainable but would be offered at a pro-rata price subject to remaining
life when available.
2) Acceptance of Parachutes for Repair
No work will be carried out on parachutes received for servicing if
found to be more Ihan 11 years oId. The only ellception to this rule will be
reconditioned parachutes sold direct by 'by.in. Great Britain Ltd since 1uly
I, 1970, having log cards annotated, to show a life of 25 years. These
parachutes will be accepted for repair urltil 1une 30. 1977, subject to
satisfactory appraisal by QUe Quality Assurance Authority and evidence of
adequate interim servicing. This two year "buffer" period is intended to
avoid individual cases of hardship which could arise through a mandatory
change of policy having immediate effects.
When parachutes are returned to Irvin Great Brilain Lld for servicing,
all necessary repairs and replacement of components up to a total value of
£10 (including Ihe standard servicing charge and VAT) will be carried ou t
automatically and without further reference to the customer. Where more
extensive work is required, an estimate will be given and the work will only
be carried oUI on receipt of a written request from the customer.

3) Log Cards
All log cards for standard 1.24 parachutes will be annotated with the life
expiry date. Ellisting log cards stating a life of25 years will be amended to
show 17 years ellcept IhQse as described in paragraph 2.
Replacement log card's will be issued with serviced parachutes where the
original is missing, using ,the date of manufacture stamped on the canopy.
On parachutes where the dale of manufacture has been obliterated or
removed, and which have no log card, the parachute will be assumed to be
oyer 11 years old and withdrawn from use unless the manufacturing date
can be established from our own records.

4) Re-use of Parachutes after a Live Descent
In addition to the ten year life limitation, all 1.24 parachutes used by the
Armed Services are scrapped after a live descent, irrespective of the life of
the parachute at the time of use. Irvin Great Britain Ltd will not enforce
this regulation arbitrarily on parachutes used in an emergency escape
from gliders, ellcept on those parachutes which are over the ten year life
limit imposed by the Armed Services. However, parachutes under ten
years old (or the currently authorised Armed Service limit whichever is the
greater) used in a live descent, may be returned to Irvin Great Britain Lld
with a request for inspection and recertification. Recertification will be
effected subject to a satisfactory appraisal of the equipment after
considering the effects of any repair necessary and remaining life of the
parachute.
We regret any inconvenience caused by the above decisions but assure
you that they were formulated in the interests of our many customers
within the glider fraternity.

SOUTHDOWN
AERO SERVICES LTD.
offers YOU a complete gliding service whether
your sailplane is made of wood,
metal or glass-fibre.
Big stock of aircraft ply, instruments.
aerotow rope, etc., etc

Call in. write

o(

phone-

KEN FRIPP,
SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
Telephone: Herriard 359 or 0256·83 359

Stockists for all
PZL Instruments and Equipment
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SELF-VERIFICAliON SYSTEM FOR SAILPLANES AND MOTOR GLIDERS
GUNTER C1CHON

Some few years ago Hails Nietlispach. Switzerland. proposed to record the
line of take-off and the ,finish line by means of a data camera (the date and
time with minutes and seconds being imposed onto each photo. (See S&G,
April 1974. p84.) He argued tha't in championships there would be no more
·unrecorded. and therefore invalid, crossings of lines due to the pressure on
the observers.
Record attempts would likewise be free of problems concerning official
observers at the start/finish lines, especially if these are not in the vicinity of
the bas\; airfield.
This method can be of great advantage if the best lift area is to be found
far from the airfiel'd. Furlhermore, all the data of the flight will be available
with, complete clarity to lhe official commission and thus will prevent any
manipulation.
There are alsO advantages for the pilot. because it will no longer be
required to apply the troublesome regulations concerning the RTI
(Recognition Time Interval) with possible necessary intermediate landings.
11 also means that official observers need not be in continual attendance.
If the barograph and camera remain sealed and the take-off and landing
are also officially recorded, the official observer may leave the pilot to
himself for severall'lays withoUI any possibility of manipulation existing.
Such a verification system is also advantageous for motor gliders. The
point Qf departure often lies within a control zone or in an area of poor lift.
For the sailplane it is possible to be towed to the appropriate point of
release. and to any height of release. The motor glider can ,of ,course be
allowed this only if the pilot can unequivocally verify his point of release
(the point where. the ,engine is Slopped). This procedure is also app'licable '!O
the verification of the finisn point at the end of a glider flight performance. 11
is also neeessary for the control of "aerial Derby's" which are under
discussion.
The data camera alone, however, is not altogether sufficient for
self-verificatIon. An additional control registration ml the barograph trace
is required. In lhis system lhe time of each photo can be seen on tile
barogram and must correspond with the lime imposed onto the photo.
The respective altitude can also be ascertained from the barogram by
means of the photo control jag. Any disturbance in the electric control
s),stem is indicated on the barogram by a pointer deflection. Moreover, an
additiooal recording vibrator registers the running of the engine in motor
gliders.
Example Barogram
The drawing of the motor glider barogram in Fig I serves as a model
explained as follows:

Fig 1
, ..

'."'.

:.: ..::::."

En&ine started
and tuiine
p1u& put in

.

The top line is the registration of the recording vibrator. The median line
denotes the usual registration of altitude. An innovation is the three-graded
bottom line. the "base level" being lowest; the "workiog level" above it. and
the photo jag pointing upward. Each photo is marked in the barogram by
such a photo jag. Thus the time when and the altitude at which the photo is
taken can be read from the barogram.
A picture can be taken when desired by manual release, but the camera
automatically takes a photo whenever the engine is started or stopped. Both
types of photographs taken can be clearly seen on the barogram; that taken
manually is marked by recording only a photo jag upward. whereas those
taken automatically. by changing the engine (ie starting or stopping the
engine) are marked by a photo jag upward and downward in a continuous
line.
The photos taken automatically record the place. the time and the
altitude at which the engine is started or stopped. The photos taken
manually serve to record the essential points of the glider flight section.
namely the departure point, the start line, the turning points and the finish
point, ie the finish lioe in speed flights.
Following. from Ihis, a down strOke reaching the base level will never be
found durinj,\ the glider flight section. If il does, it would always annul the
flight and indicate' ie the starting of the engine, the detaching of the camera
or barograph plug. or an attempt to manipulate elect.ric connections.
In a sailplane barogram there is no vibrator or a downward jag in
connection with the upward jag of the photo. So a downward jag or a
prolonged fall of the contro'lline dOwn 10 the base level would indicate ao
allempt tQ stop the recording of a photo Ily loosening a plug or by
manipulating electric connections and the flight would thus be invalid.
Only before ta'ke-olf and after landing the plugs can be detached
whereupon the control 'line sinks down to tile base level.
PoinlS for Offlcia'l Observers
As in the paslthe 001)' task orthe official observer is 10 seal the barograph
and camera. Before sealing the camera he should check that it is adjusted to
the correct date .and time. Also for checking purposes he may detach the
plug for the camera or barograph before take-off or after landing to check
that the control line is really sin~ing down to the base lel/el, and that it is
functioning properly.
While analysing the barogram the observer must ascertain that during
the glider ,flight section the control line has not sunk to the base line, this
would render the flight invalid. He can check thal the times marked by the
photo jags ,on the 6arogram correspond with the limes imposed on the
photographs..

Example barogram of a triangular flight in a motor glider
:;:;:;:;:;::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::;:;:;::;:::;:;:;:;:::.;."
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Fig 3.
--

Wiring dia&rarn for motor gliders (12 volt camera)

+

Tethnical Solution
The basic principle is compara tively sim pie. The wiring diagrams shown
in Figs 2 and 3 are applicable to· 12v cameras.
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A little more complicated was the circuit diagram in Fig 4 for the system
designed by my~lf as all experimental pattern with a relatively cheap
Super-Baldamatic camera. Three different working voltages had to be
used; l2v for the aircraft power supply and photo jags; Bv for the working
level; 3.6v for the camera. The voltage had to be reduc·ed to 8v because the
working level spool in the barograph was unable to carry a oonstantload of
l2v.
Unfortunately. this chea.p camera is no longer on the market. but the
more modern cameras all operate on J2v. However, the circuit diagram for
the 16v camera has been incorporated into Fig 4.
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Technique of Crossing lhe Start/Finish lines
The system as designed by me allowed vertical pictures to the ground
while the plane was in an horizontal altitude. This was achieved by
installing the camera in the boltom of the plane's nose. The test flighls,
however, revealed a factor of uncertainty in "hitting" the mark. The
fluctuations concerned the pilCh rather than lhe bank of the plane.
Some,limes, there were doubts as 10 whether the finish line had already been
crossed or nol. Thus to be certain -of the target it is imperative to fly in a
rolling motion.
The usual method of photographing along the wing proved to be more
reliable, because it creates fewer ambiguous conditions for correct
interpretation. In my opinion it is belter to install the camera on the righthand side of the canopy edge. The reason is that cameras suitable for this
purpose are not all that thin and could be touched by the pilot's shoulders.
Also the left-hand side below the canopy edge is normally occupied by flap
or landing levers.
I suggest that the crossing of the start and finish line should be proved by
two photos each according to the diagram in Fig 5A. The first picture is 10
be taken from the sector behind the start line. (In motor gliders the taking of
this picture could be combined with the stopping of the engine.) The plane
is then accelerated to high speed and, according to Method A, directly
above the start line rolled into a steep bank for a moment in which the
essential timing photo is taken. When the finish line is crossed the photos
are taken in reverse order; first the timing photo and then the photo from
the sector behind the finish line.

Fig5B

I

Method B

I
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3' 5.
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o
~

1st photo
'from the sector'

Fig 5A. The technique of crossing the start
and finish lines
Method A

I

If the start and finish lines are not crossed by several planes al the same
time, as in corn petitions, there is no objeclion to a steep turn a hove the lines
for the timing photos. No time is losl by 'taking the picture at the end of the
steep turn when the start line is crossed, and at the beginning when the
finish line is crossed.
.
It would, however, be better still to modify the Code Spor/if so as to
permit Method B in Fig 5B. It is higlilly appropriate fo.rchampionshipswith
group flights as well as for single flig·hIS.
According to this method the planes pass at the side of the start Or flnish
lines abeam of the outbound or lnbound direction. The picture is taken
without excessive bank just at the momenl when the starl or finish line is in
exact alignment with the plane" I feel that the second photo in each case
taken from the sector is also useful for Method B.
For flights without speed classification it is not necessary to take timing
photos abeam or above the start and ,finish lines. The pictures taken from
the sector are sufficient for (his purpose.
The article by Gunter Cichon finished with p<;>uible olterations to the Code Sportif
and wording to cover the use of the system described.
The only disadvantage of this system is the price of the camera, including
adaptations Ihis would come to aboutDM2000. Barograph changes would take
another OM300, and a different ignition switch required for motor gliders would
cost about OM 1O. At the present rate cl exchange this would.be "bout £500.

all pilots can read-but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most
Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively
send £3.90 postage included for an annual
subscription
to
the
British
Gliding
Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan
Way, Leicester. Single copies, including
postage 65p.
Red leather-cloth binders to take the new format
now available
Price £2.00. £2.35 including post.
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OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 621.
St. Laurent. p.a. Canada. H4L4V9
SOUTH AFRICA:
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707. Southdale 2135, Johannesburg.
Transvaal.
HOLLAND:
Aeropress (Ary Ceelenl P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508

AUSTRALIA:
Please apply direct to the British Gliding Association.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling or US$ but Internationat Money
Orders Preferred.

..

International Gliding
Commi,ssion (CIVV)
Meeting, March 1977
This was a two day meeting, held as usual at FAl headquarters in Paris. I
was :K:companied by Lemmy Tanner, Cllairman of the BGA Competilions and Badges Commillee (ell-Flying Commillee), who allended as a
non-voting observer. He is also nominated as alternative delegate so that
the UK vote can be made if the delegate is ,l'bsent for any reason. A
comprehensive wrillen report ·is made to the BGA Executive and
Competitions and Badges Comminee. Points from that report which may
be of general interest follow.
CLASSES
The Restricted Class has been renamed t.he Standard Class. Probably
most pilots always regarded ·it as such when referring to the unflapped 15m
gliders of Std Cirrus geometry. Considerable interest was ell pressed at
CIVV in both the Standard Oassand the 15m Class. 11 was apparent that
in the next World ChampiOnships. many countries would be entering these
Classes, some in addition 10 the' Open Class, some instead of the Open to
reduce ellpense. Meanwhile the BGA Executive have decided that there
will be at least one British Team entry in each of the three Classes in the
World Championships, both 10 maximise the chances of winning a Class
and also to ensure that all pilots of contest gliders in the BGA can compete
for representation at ,internalionallevel in gliders of their Class.
CONTEST DATES
1978 World Championships, Chateauroux, France. The dates have been
slightly amended and are now: practice period, July 8-14; World
Championships. July 15.29; dosing ceremony, July 30.
French Nllionals, August 2.14, 1977. Thirty entries from foreign
countries will be accepted and as the contest is at Chateauroull. it was
anticipated Ihat nalionalteams would come for World Champs practice.
An entry limit of two pvr nation was made, although places were also
available at Angers (July 2-14. 1977) and Issoudun (July 2-14, 1977).
International Oub Class Contest. This will be in Sweden from May
ID-June 16, 1979, for gliders of less than Std Cirrus performance. K-6 and
Dart owners, this is your opportunity to fly abroad with a real chance of
winning! Detailed rules will appear later and will probably divide the
contest into two groups of relatively equal performance, and it is possible
that some form of handicap may be used to help lower performance
entrants. Meanwhile a new Club glider was announced, the Mistral,
manufactured by the ,ISF Illgenieur-Buro of Bannsheim, W. Germany.
This is claimed to have a best LID of 35, and shows that there is still a
design interest below Standard Class format.

IAN STRACHAN, BGA Delegate to CIVV
Motor Glider Contests. 1977 - motor glider contests in Austria and
Denmark. 1978 - an international motor glider contest at Burg Feuerstein.
W. Germany, from May 28-June 10. Entry fee DM250. There will be three
Classes, Single-Seater Open, Single-Seater 15m and Two-Sealers. Entries
in by March I, 1978.
Future World Championships. It was decided Ihat it was ulldesirable to
run a WGC in the same year as an Olympics. Consequently after 1978 the
nellt World Championships will be in 1981.
RULES
1978 World Championships. Proposals for local rules were discussed alld
voted On where necessary. No cloud flying would be allowed, and there
would be no relights after out-landings. There would be no mandatory
distance task. and the 19m cup was deleted. At least one national entry in
each of the three Classes (Open, 15m and Standard) would be guaranteed.
1980 Revision of the Sporting Code. Work has started on the next Code
revision and a two day meeting will be held in March, 1978, after a first
draft has been circulated. The BGA Competitions and Badges Committee
welcome constructive suggestions for Code amendments.
L1L1ENTHAL MEDAL (1976)
The Lilienthal medal. the highest award in international gliding. was
awarded to L. A. de Lange of Holland, who founded the first Dutch gliding
club in 1929 and since then has been active in internatiOnal gliding and
aviation generally, including 27 years as President ofOSTlV.
BADGES
A badge was approved which recognised a flight of over IOOOkm. To
date there are 14 pilots who have exceeded IOOOkm, Karl Striedieck of the
USA and Hans-Werner Grosse of W. Germany. haVing dOne the distance
more often than anyone else. The badge will take the form of a small
gold scroll under the normal gliding badge, the scroll inscribed with the
figure" 1000".
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Chronomat Camera. Hans Nietlispach of Switzerland has developed an
addition to an Instamatic camera which records the time of pressing the
shutter on the film, see 1'124. Methods of utilising this invention (with
proper controls) was discussed at the CIVV meeting.
SOLAR PANELS
These have been tried out in the USA and proved capable of keeping
batteries topped up.

15 Meter Glass 'fibre flapped A I C
Wing loooing
lest glide angle
Min. sink
Empty weigh'
Waler Ballast
Wing aroo

6 to 8. S Ibs per sq ft.
1 in • ~ 01 60 kts.
1.1 kts between 35 10 40 kts.
4951bs.
2.21bs.
108 sq h.

The DG200 ho, coupled flops and ailerons like the Kestrel
with powerful top surface airbrakes.

DG 10015 meter Standard Clau AIC
Wing Loooing
lest glide angle
Min. sink
Empty weight
Water Ballast
Wing area

5.610775 Ibs per 'q ft.
1 in 39.2. at 60 kt,.
1.09 ll' at 38 kts.
500 Ib,.
220 Ib,.
118.4 sq ft.

WORKS NUMBERS CAN NOW BE SECURED FOR TIrlE DG 200. DELIVERY 1977

Sole U.K. Agent ...

AUSTIN
AVIATION
'or
lPar•• and r.palrs contact Doncaster Sailplanes.

Racing V.r.ion ,DGlOO Oemon.trator based at 8oo'ker.
telephone fed Lust.d, High Wycomb. 881714.

122 MAIN STREET

STllllNGTON . Nr YORK·
Telephone Eo"ngwold 810255
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BGA DIPLOMA WINNERS
Our congratulations to the three BGA Diploma
winners who have given long service to gliding.
J. D. Jones
Doug started gliding with the ATC just after
the war and became an instructor. He joined the
Bristol GC in the early 1950s and was a fully
categorised instructor by the lime the club
moved to Nympsfield in 1956. He has had two
short spells as CFI and always taken a keen
interest in the maintenance and repair of
aircraft. Doug was one of the first senior inspectors and has recen tly lx:oome a PF A
inspector.
He is a member of the BGA Technical Committee and has encouraged maoy olhers In
becoming inspectors. Doug has been a committee member for more Ihan 20 years, with 18
years as Vice-Chairman. He -is Illso a tug pilot
and has always been to the fore during club
projects.
AIbert S. Johnson
Albert, who is CFI of Four Counties GC
(RAFGSA), also began gliding with the ATC,
as a cadet al the end of the war. He joined the
RAF as a National Serviceman in 1947 and
when he finished his Servioe rejoined No 22
School, being a junior instructor when it was
re-numbered 643. His calegory was up-rated at
Delling.in 1951 and he was oommissioned in
\'956, becoming the CO of No 643 School in
1961. Albert joined tile staff of No 2 Gliding
Centre at Spitalgate in 1966.
His involvement with the RAFGSA began in
the mid-1950s when he started gliding with
the East Midlands Club at Swinderby. He has
given dedicated service to both the ATC and the
RAFGSA.
Albert is a BGA inspector and has done a
limited amount ofcompetition flying, though he·

has had great success at crewing and was a
member of the World Championship team in
Finland. A consistently professional approach
has earned him universal respect.
Chris Wills
It is true to say that the Vintage Glider
movement owes its very existence to the inspiration and enthusiasm ofChris.
He started the Vintage Glider Club with the
result that a great many gliders once languishing
in dusty corners are now safe in the hands of
people who are flying and enjoying them to an
extent that must by now have stirred the whole
of international gliding. In terms of knowledge
with respect to the history of gliding, Chris must
be considered a leading authority.

BRUISH TEAM SELECTION

VORTEX CREATES HAVOC AT LASHAM
One air scout hurt (two broken ribs), four badly
and one slighlly damaged gliders were the
result when a K-13 on finals was 'hit' by the
vortex of a Boeing 727 at Lasham on Saturday,
April 30, and lost control.
The K-13 came in to land just after the 727
had taken off from the opposite direction (in
cross-wind conditions) and flew into the take-off
vortex at its worst point of turbulence. It dived
or spun in towards the gliders in the aero-tow
queue and others parked along the side
damaging a K- 7. K·8, Astir and Std Libelle in
the process. luckily the K-13 pilots were unhurt. 'The accident is under investigation. but
the cost of this mishap is estimated to be in the
region of £25000.
SILVER JUBILEE AIR TATTOO

A sub-commillee formed to decide on the
metnod of 'British Team selection for the 1978
World Championships has had its proposals
accepted by the Executive Comminee. The
selection process will be similar to that for
Finland. A voting panel will be formed from the
12 potential Team members. plus those pilots
who are highest placed in each of the three
Classes at the Nationals and Euroglide, having
removed the 12 from the results, (ie, an extra 12
pilots).
A postal vote will take place as soon as
possi ble after Euroglide to select a single list of
pilots from among the 12 potential Team
members. The first four pilots listed as a result
will be the Team with the next two pilots as
reserves. Team members will be asked to put
themselves into Classes taking account of the
policy of having an entry in each Class. In the
event that agreement cannot be reached a
further committee will place pilots in Classes.

The Silver Jubilee International Air Tattoo is at
RAF Oreenham Common from JUne 25-26.
Cross-country pilots are advised that in addition
to the show days, they call ellpecl consideraole
air activity in the Greenham COmmon area
during the week prior to the show weekend due
to arriving aircraft and rehearsals, also on the
following Monday with departing aircraft.
It is anticipated Ihal ap,prollimlltely 200
aircraft will be involved with the Air Tattoo.
Glider pilots are therefore advised to keep a
good look out when flying in the vicinity of
Greenham Common
Colin D. Street
A'irjpace Commi/lee

Late News. On going to press we hove heard that
Mike Field's world record claims for 0 height gain of
49800ft and absolute height of 51 '850ft, in 0
Skylark 4 at Feshiebridge on March 29. hove been
rejected by the BGA Competition ·ond Badges
Committee on unsatisfoc'lory barograph evidence.

[F.E;2g~TIONWINNING

Super Sailplanes from FINLAND
DELIVERIES AUTUMN 1977

JOHN HULME
BOTTISHAM

Telephone Cambridge 811323
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e's of A
Repairs in all materials
Trailers
Spares and Accessories
Diamant Repair Agent

BGA

MAIL ORDER

In response to popular demand the new BGA tie is Open
(loss w,ith 0 w,ider span of material. Navy or maroon
with BGA motif

£ 2. 1 0

Q. What does the Notional Coach do in winter?
A. Wrong', he writes 0 book. Gliding and Soaring by Bill
Scull

£3.70

You dare not miss reading this one. Understanding
Gliding by Derek Piggott

£7.95

(Prices include postage and packing)
ORDER THESE ITEMS FROM

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
Telephone (0533) 51051

Your best panel choices
Cross country flying often involves flying
around or through airspace with various
restrictions. In these areas, first-class
communication and navigation are essential
for flight safety.
To satisfy a'll your communication and
navigation requirements, Edo-Aire manufactures a range of reliable and economically
priced avionic equi'pment, suitabre f,or
installation in gliders and I'ight aircraft.
For further information on the oomplete
range of Edo-Aire avi'Onic equipment, please
contact Eagle Aircraft Services.

PRT-551 Portable
Corn Transceiver
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Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E: Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, C84 28Q, England.

Leading final scores. with handicap applied
to the Open Class:- I. Finlayson (ASW-17)
3875: 2. P. Lyons (Std Cirrus) 3632; 3. L.
Stephens (LS-I..) 3173. The other two Open
Class machines, an ASW-17 (I. Pryde) and
Nimbus 2 (D., Yarrall) came 4th and 5th
among 13 entrants.
ROSS MACINTYRE (condensed).
COUPE d'EUROPE TWO-SEATER
CONTEST

DICK GEORGESON'S tOOOKM

NEW ZEALAND'S AERIAL. DERBY

As we reported briefly in the last issue, p78, Dick
Georgeson of New Zealand flew his second
lOOOkm on February 29 from Town Peak, S.
Island to Hick's Bay, N. Island. We now have
more details.
He was flying the first Nimbus 2 built by
Klaus Holighaus, not to be confused with the
original prototype flown by George Moffat at
Marfa ,in .1970, and the total distance was in the
order of 1200km, although Dick is only claiming
,J009km because he turned back. The speed for
lhe total distance was 120km/h.
Having had a ten hour attempt the day
before, Dick was in the air by 7.30am and flew
lhrough fain and snow to try and escape the Te
Anau area. However he lost 3000ft in violent
turbulence over the bush and it took two more
launches before he was hill soaring.
The cloud base had lowered and the flight
from Te Anau was even more difficult. Dick was
down to 1000ft with the wind speed in excess of
40kl when he picked up a weak thermal. He
found wave over Athol and with a quick run
towards Kingston, plus an eventual climb to
26000ft, he was off.
One of his companions, who had given encouragemenl, landed before Dick reached the
coast and the other was on his way back. The
weather in I'll" Island looked {lead but, urged on
by friendS in radio contact, he called Wellington
radar and advised them he was crossing..
Between five and ten miles out Dick ran into a
lenticular and climbed from 16500 to 18000ft.
Inlense smoke in the Lake Waikaremoana
area was from bush fires. Visibility was elttremely poor and the terrain inhospitable. The
cltlra 8000fl needed to reach Hick's Bay seemed
impossible, so Dick retraced the 30 odd miles to
Napier where be had been offered hospitality,
lan{ling afler almost 12 hours in the cockpit.

Loosely patterned on the American Smirnoff
contest, and spOnsored by Air New Zealand,
this "Air NZ Der,by" started at Auckland on
February 6 and ended 6 days laler, after 4
flying days covering courses totalling 786km,
at Paraparaumu.
Day I. - Twelve official and 3 not so official
enlran'ts all covered the 224km course '10
Matamata via Te Kuiti, tan Finlayson averaged 99.49km/h and lan Plyde 94.4lkm/h,
each with an ASW -17, and were still winners
afteF applying handicaps. Third was Lindsay
Stevens, fastes! in the Standard Class. Justin
Wills, flying horsconcours in a borrowed
Libelle, averaged 73.09km/h, which beat all
the rest.
Day 2. - Course 239km via Te Kuiti,
Putararu and Reparoa ("to make it interesting') to Taupo, finlayson won at 92,57km/h,
Several others were held up at Putararu by
over-development but only two landed out.
Day 3. - Course 158km via Rangitaiki Hotel
to Waipukurau, a course unfamiliar to most
pilots and with mountains to cross. Launches
began under partial clearing of an overcast:
first leg, 32km, difficult but next leg the most
worrying. Brian Kelly landed out on an old
airstrip whose approach road had been
washed away, so waS retrieved by helicopter.
He had ground.loo,ped to avoid an apparent
fence which turned out to ,be an optical
illusion; he was allowed another glider to
finish the contest. Tony Timmermans, with
audio and rate-of-climb instruments both out
of order, new the course in 3thrs. Six completed it and seven landed oul. There followed
two days of useless weather.
Day 4. - Only four made the full course:
165km direct to Paraparaumu. The rest were
mosHy dumped by sea breezes on the west
coast side oflhe hills.

The French club at du Poitou is holding its
fourth annual meet for two-seater gliders from
August 1-13 at Aerodrome Poitiers-Biard.
Main points in this event are that ,participation in all tests is corn pulsory for first ,pilots, but
second ,pilots m"y be changed from day to day.
Teams are allowed to select their own task each
day. Final results for the cup' are calculated
without taking flight times into account.
Participants will find every facility for a
happy stay (camping sites, hotels, restaurants)
as well as sporting, tourist and other activities.
Closing date June 15.
Further information from Aero Club du
Poitou, Aerodrome Poitiers-Biard, 8600 Poitiers, France,
ITALIAN NATIONALS
They are at Rieti from July 30 to August 14.
Further details from the President, Georgio Orsi,
AVAL, CNVV, Rieti, Italy.
UNEXPLAINED COLLISION
An official report on a collision between a
K-8o and a Bergfalke at 500ft over Denmark
is quoted by Flyv. The Bergfalke's crew
say they saw the K-8 come into their area and
assumed it was going to land. But the K-8
came at it from behind on the left side,
rammed the underside of the Bergfalke's nose
with its wing, then hit the Bergfalke's left wing
with its tail and "looped around the wing".
The K-8 then fell into an urban area and the
pilot was killed, so no explanation of its
behaviour is available. "The weather was clear
and very warm, which could have been tiring
for the pilots."
During 1976, 68 s<tilplanes were newly
registered in Denmark: 14 were of Astir CS
type; one was an SG-38 Primary for the
Copenhagen Gliding Club. - Flyv.

RAILERS AND
KITS
..

MERLIN
Send for Information Sheets

We design, fabricate and supply a complete all-welded steel chassis ready
to tow away or we con supply the complete troiler.
We supply kits/trailers for most types - please specify,

MERLIN AVIATION
SAlfORD HOUSE, WElfORD, NORTHAMPTON NN6 7HT
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Telephone Welfora 460

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE
and

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
WRITE OR PHONE:

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.,
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

phone, call or write

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"Security House"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET,
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY
Telephone 021-692 1245 (10 lines)
8 century of SERVICE

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

'trHigh Performance
*Large water ballast capacity
'tr5uperb low fatigue handling
'trExcellent comfort and visibility
'trAir brakes ... fantastic!
Why wait to see the rest r when you
could have a Mosquito next year?
For deloils or 10 view, phone or wrile

10;

TONY HANFREY, Sole UK Agent
5 Auclum Close, Burghfleld Common, Reading, Berks
Telephone 0735 292$44

qLAS FLOqE L
HOLlCHAVS & HILLENBRAND
QMBH

&

CO. KQ.
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TECHNOLOGY AND BlACKSMITHERY
Dear Editor,
11 is the fate of the heretic to be lashed to the stake of his belief and
consumed in the fire of conventional wisdom. Although no incendiary, I
run this risk for I do not believe that blacksmithery is more cost effective
than technology. (See S&G, April 1977, p77).
As a winch builder, power and sailplane pilot and operator for really 100
long, I would ask why we have such a widespread system of inspectors and
inspection for our wings when such a syslem is rejected for our winches?
Can it be that the fruslration of painstaking work in our aircraft is best
e)(orcised by bashing and bending, welding and walloping our winches
into just adequate performance?
I would go further: I just don't think that blacksmithery is {un. This
blinding flash of the obvious came to me last weekend after a lhankfully
shOrl and successful surgical session with our geriatric winch. The
problems that perpetuate in gliding clubs are as a result of the absence of
technology. But the technology is there. Dick Stratlon has produced an
admirable check list, a repeat of the requiremenls as to reliability that
manufacturers of off and on road specialist vehicles must meet to satisfy
their customers.
The fallacy arises because the design function and lhe maintenance
function become confused in people's minds. As it is performance and
reliability that sell lhe specialist machine, the designer muSl make sure
that when a replacement is necessary, the service engineer must get it right
quickly if their joint customer is to:be satisfied. The service engineer is not
able to redesign the machine every time something goes wrong. Thus it is
when a service orienlated engineer comes 10 design, he often underestimates lhe difficulties and finds that the theory for the design takes a
lot of finding, even if it is there at all.
.
The old diesel bus has served us well for many years, and it has the
massive advantage that a very large engine, improperly matched to the
drum, will usually provide enough pull to satisfy, even if working at a
fraction of the horse power of which it is capable. Difficulties with wire,
brakes, rollers and pulleys, along with the practice and special knowledge
required to operate il, in addilion to ils inherent unreliabi1ity in the
presence of abundant blacksmithery, suggest that the absent technology
was necessary.
Wetherby. Yorks
J. C. RIDDELL

HOT-DOGGING, ONCE MORE
Dt;ar Editor,
It was with greal interest I read Nicholas, Hacketl's article about the lift at
the edge of cloud base (S&G, December 1916, p244). Like him, I didn'l
understand why the lift takes off 'Under the base of certain clouds. This
article raised l'he question again lInd I think I h;lve found a solution.
Ignoring e)(treme conditions, let's study what takes place when the warm
and moist air condenses and forms a cloud with a clear-cut base. A ·thermal
goes up, bringing along free and bound energy, the laller in the form of
water vapour. Condensation slarlS when the warm and moist air has
reached a height where the temperature corresponds with the moist air's
saturation point. The climbing rate of the thermals seemS to depend on
how fast the temperature falls in the given height, or on how high the water
vapour content is in the rising air - Of a <:ombination of 'both.
Where the condensation takes place a lot of cold water drops .are formed
(the heat is released). Consequently it should rain on the ne)(t glider pilol
coming through my thermal. But no! He just meelS a reduced climbing
rate. Why? Probably for two reasons. Some oflhe rising heat energy is 'Used
to brake and warm the cold sinking airmass and to re-evaporate the
waterdrops (no rain is falling). So in the neighbourhood of the cloud base
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pari of the heat energy is tied up in water vapour and can thus no longer
work as climb-energy. One could say that a condensation cork is placed in
lhe bollom of tbe clOUd.
The released heal, which was ,tied up in the Water vapour Ihat condensed
first, ,combines with more dry air (relieved of the condensed water) and
goes further up In the cloud in cold surroundings. There, due to the shock
treatment at cloud base, it condeAses slowly without "cork formation" and
gradually builds up a good climbing rate.
The new thermal inside the cloud is only possible with admission of
compensating air, but as we just placed a "cork" in the bollorn of the cloud,
compensating air can't be taken from lhere. However the cloud can draw
some air in from the side which it does with effect, but can't take in much at
the bollom of the cloud. Here there isn t much "go" in lhe climbing rate
jusrover the base inside the cloud.
The cloud's own suction of compensating air can iherefore hardly be the
e)(planation of the stmng lift at the end of the cloud's base. Certainly the
condeAsation al cloud base SlOpS or slows down, but this doesn't prevent
Ihat warm and moist air SI ill rising towards lhe cloud from below.
We can now add Fig lc to Mr Hackell's ,la and Ib
to show what goes on in the thermal. under and at
the end of cloud base.
It can be supposed that 'IIle formation of strong
lift at the edge of the doud's base is a oombination
ef IwQ things -lift from the thermal that has found
its way out to the edgeoflhe base where, due to less
condensation, it can penetrate into the cloud, and
air sucked into the cloud from the side. This
e)(plains why shortly after cloud formation has
started, the base is considerably broader than the
thermal that makes it.
I was once sucked into the bollom of a cloud with a climb of3-4kt. I have
since tried twice to let the same thing happen under clouds with a clear cut
dark base, but to no avail. I think the e)(planation for the failure is the
theory I have given. As to the first successful occasion, f must point oulthal
the cloud started as a light fog that slowly grew denser. T.his meant a light
condensation, which corresponds to the fact that the north-easterly wind
on that day in Denmark was bringing a rather dry continental polar air.
Aarhus Gliding Club, Denmark.
K. KlITGAARD-LUND

A DISCONCERTING PHENOMENON
Dear Editor,
A friend recently gave me a copy of Frank lrving's review of my book, A
Gaggleo{One, (S&G, December 1976, p277).
While I am indeed most grateful for the general.ly kind tone of Mr
Irving's commenls, I am compelled to toss back one pebble. He cites "lhe
odd purple passage (' ... you wince as the fibreglass spar bUlls ... creak and
groan .. .')." I assume that Mr Irving has never encountered this
disconcerting phenomenon, and thus views it with sce.pticism. Then let him
someday ridge-soar a Libelle H301 a along the Appalachian slopes of the
Eastern United States at redline in a breeze gusling to 4Okl. His scepticism
will evaporate before he has covered the firsr mile. A ralher more
e)(perienced friend, Karl Striedieck, tells me his ASW-17, fully ballasted,
protests in the very same fl\shion. On this side of the Atlantic, the
imputation of being a little bit dishonest equates with being a lillle bit
pregnant. I like to think that I am neither.
South Carolina, USA,
GREN SEIBELS
Frank I",ing comments:
Not for one instant would I suppose Mr Seibels to be eilher pregnant 'or
dishonest, not even slightly. No doubt he has heard noises from the
centre-section of his H301 a,just as those of uS who fly the 20111 bear them as
we dolphin our way across the English countryside. But I submit that tbe
noises ;Ire due to the slight working of the spar-end and fuselage pins in
their respective self-aligning fillings in the root 'ribs. Glass-fibre structures
can emit sounds when heavily loaded but my slfyctural friends tell me thal
such sounds indicate local failures and it would be prudenl to throwaway
the component which has emitted them. Soaring the Appalachian slopes is
obviously a very manly occupation, particularly when performed in lite
awe-.inspiring style of Karl Striedieck. Flying at redline in rough air in
pursuil ofa record is, no doubt, a justifiable risk but it strikes me th3'lto do
so habitlJally is too much like Russian roulelle. Unfortunately, tbe German
placardmg oflhat generation of sailplanes tends ta give the impression that
the rough air speed is Ihe same as redline, thus encouraging gambles
against the s~ctrum. Gliding needs you, Mr Seibels!'

NOT IN 1929
Dear Editor,
London Gliding Club was provisionally formed in January 1930 and
officially inaugurated on February 30, 1930. I'ts first flying meeting was
01\ March 16 and beginners started training on March 30, 1930. See BOA
Journal No I (March 1930) and No 2 (August 1930). Any claim to have
started training with the London Club in 1929 should therefore be
tegatded with grave suspicion, however often repeated.
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club was formed in 1935 by the amalgamation of a Derby Gliding Club with a body called "The Gliding
Section of the Manchester Branch of the Royal Aeronautica! Society".
Oaims have been repeatedly made that this body was formed in 1929 and
acquired a glider in that year. The RAeS Journal some years ago published a series of histories of its Branches, in which it revealed that the
Manchester Branch and its Gliding Section were formed, and the glider
acquired, in early 1930.
One more date correction: the first time a newspaper published a photo
dismantled glider and called it "A Crashed Glider" was in 1931, not
in 1937 (my leller "Handling Those Reporters", S&G December 1976,

ora

p275).
CaJDbridae

A. E. SLATER

BOOK REVIEWS
V-'tandlng Gliding by Derek Piggotl. Published by Adam and Charles
Black. London. Price £7.25, Available from BGA at £7.95 including p&l'.
(Printed on crown quarto, 2501'1")
Simplicity of expression leads to lucidity of explanation. These are
qualities which Derek Piggott has developed to a considerable degree
approaching perfection. Doubtless this derives from his own very varied
lying career and his numerous hours of instruction. These qualities are
panicularly valuable in an author of a text book or manual such as
V~ancling Gliding.
One might, not unnaturally, have assumed on first seeing this new title
lbatfollowing two earlier books by the same writer there would of necessity
be a good deal of repetition. Such is nol the case. While the subject matter
is the same the trealmenl is differen\. Only occasionally does Derek refer to
U previous book Beginning Gliding, making no apology for so doing as
the items under discussion are of sufficient im porta nce to be repeated.
Derek has a wonderful gift of being able to pass on his vast sto.re of
professional knowledge in a way which can be understood very easily.
Almost ev~ry page can give an example of this, and it is the simple and
logical explanations of technical and theoretical problems which make the
COIItents of the book so easy to -absorb.
Although il is not written as a manual for instructors, nevertheless,
lhroughout the book one senses that it is the highly qualified instructor, at
tbe top of his profession, who is pUlling on paper his thoughts and
I1lXlmmendations on the besl manner of improving tIying achievement,
whether by pupil, qualified pilot or instructor, lhrough the clear
undentanding of the principles of flight and the reasons underlying them.
In general, Undemanding Gliding is l! natural follow up to Beginning
GI61a. and despite the accolades showered on him by reviewers of his
pmious books I think that with this book he has excelled anything he has
written before.
Any pilol who fails to read Understanding Gliding will be Ihe ultimate
k*r! At £7.25 (which after all only represents the cost of about three
aerolOWS) who can afford not to acquire this knowledge?
RIKA HARWOOD

Delta Papa by Derek PiggOll. Published by Pelham Books. London. Price
lA.SO.
Delta Papa, denoting in the aeronautical alphabet the initials of Derek
I'JJgotl, is a remarkable book by a remarkable man. Few autobiographies
contain such fascinating accounts of adventures in the sky. It ranks

with Lindbergh's account of his early tIying career and his transatlantic
tight in the unconsious display of a very high order of personal courage,
determination and single-mindedness of purpose - qualities which are
characteristic of the man.

The Foreword 10 this book has been written by Sir Peter Scott, who
lestifies that his original intention to take up gliding was inspired by the
BBC account of Derek's adventure into a thunderstorm. described in the
opening chapter.
It is not necessary to remind a British glider pilot that Derek has been
CFl at Lasham almost continuously for over 20 years. It was quickly
recognised by the Committee Ihat his spirit of enterprise would be retlecled
onto the Club and assist in its attaining the prominent place in British
Gliding that it now holds.
Derek's leaves of absence for film making were an opportunity for him to
satisfy his instinctive desire for new experiences: yet his boldness has ever
been tempered with the cautious pre-planning essenliallo achieve success.
This point is particularly well evinced in the fifth chapter "A Game of
Chicken" which describes the apparently lerrifying event in the "Blue
Max" film when he was challenged to fly Ihrough a narrow railway bridge.
BUI in a later chapter he admits Ihat he has had some luck on occasions
which could have been fatal. This reviewer having also had the alarming
experience of a tIying control jamming in flighl, can vouch for the "mental
discomfort" which may persist, as Derek says, for several days.
Derek Piggott has been friend and counsellm on tIying to innumerable
glider pilots. His books on the art are standard works which will endure
long after his inevitable destiny. Meanwhile, he is still young in heart and
spirit and there is time for many more adventures which may, hopefully, be
recorded in a sequel to this book - which should be in every pilot's I,ibrary.
GODFREY HARWOOD
Gliding and, Soaring by 'Bill Scull. Published by Pelham Books, London.
Price £3.20. Available from BGA at £3.70 including p&l"
There can'l be many people in the world who have wrillen as many words
about gliding in the last eight years as Bill Scull. Our Senior National
Coach's advice to CFIs, instructors - and those of us who just want to fly
solo more safely - has appeared in numerous BGA publications, including
of course his regular Coaching Corner column in S&G. Now, for the first
time, Bill has written a book for a commercial publisher. And a very useful
and attractive guide for beginners it is too, with plenty of diagrams and
well-taken photographs.
Gliding and Soaring is a basic primer aimed at the reader who is about to
take up gliding or who has started to have practical instruction. Its 64
large-size pages cover succinctly all aspects of the principles of fiying
gliders up to the solo stage. The latter chapters deal brietly with soaring and
flying cross-eountry, though this book is not worth buying if that is your
sole interest. An appendix illustrates lhe development of gliders from the
Tutor to the Kestrel - which happens neatly to span the range of solo
gliders in this reviewer's logbooks.
One small complaint: there is no index and the list of conlents is
inadequate considering the unorthodox order of the chapters. (For good
instructional reasons launching follows landing).
Bill Scull's 17 years' experience, first as a club instructor and then as a
National Coach, means that he understands very well the problems most
studenl pilots have. But his readers abo benefit from all the feedback that
Bill has had from the BGA accident reports over the years. What better
backg,round can you ask of an author who tackles this.subject?
ROGER BARRETT
Accidents to Gliders - 1976,,_ a summary of BGA Accident Reports by the
Safety Panel. Published by the BGA at 6Op, including P&l'.
With a Slight hiccup in 1974 the numberoflaunches carried out has been
rising each year from 268170 in 1972 to 348817 in 1976. Unfortunately the
accident rate has not improved at the same time, and in fact after a
downward trend in 1974-1975 the rate is now increasing again.
The Review lists all the reported accidents to BGA gliders (not
RAFGSA) and gives a thumbnail sketch of each incident. It makes
interesting reading and, as Bill Scull (Senior National Coach) says in the
section dealing with spinning accidents, "if anyone says to me 'my glider
isn't one of those, so I'm all right' then I despair". This refers to the fact that
spinning accidents occurred to more than 30 different types of glider in the
period from 1965-1976.
In a section called Safety wilh Ease, it is suggested that accident
prevention should be tackled with the three "Es" - education, engineering
and enforcement. Education includes instruction. reading, warning
posters, etc. Engineering covers both the aircraft and equipment as well as
environment engineering - filling in old ditches and other glider traps.
Enforcement refers 10 observance of operational regulations, good
airmanship and good groundmanship as well.
All in all this publication is well worth its price and I recommend
everyone to read it and give it careful consideration.
B. H. BRYCE-SMITH
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CLUB NEWS

A K·4 comes in to land in front of the Benbecula airport terminol buildings. 't is one of the twa gliders owned by the newly formed Greylag GC on the Isle of Benbecula,
Outer Hebrides.

Copy and photographs for the August-September issue of S&G sbould be sent to Ihe ,Editor, S&G, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CBI 4NH, lel
Cambridge 47725, to ...rive Me later than June IS and for the October-November issue to arrive not 'later than August 17.
April 16. 1977
GILUAN BRYCE-SMITH

BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

The AGM saw the relirement ,of Nlan Staton as
Chairman, lhough he conlinues as senior instructor. Alanhad presided over tile club for its
eight years existence, guiding illalterly through
a difficult rebirth after the dissolution of the
association with Aston University GC (now
amalgamated with Stratford-upon-Avon GC)
late in 1975. The club increased greatly in
strength and activity during Alan's last year
despite many operational problems.
We welcome our new Chairman, Colin Clark.
During his previous office of Treasurer, club
funds grew healthily into the black. We also
welcome our new Treasurer, John Neal, and are
pleased that Geolf Brown's Secretarial, catering
and home-baking talents will be at our disposal
for a further year.
We operate at Long Marston on Saturday's
with Wednesday afternoon flying starting again
in the spring. Our T-21 provides sound basic
training and there are plans to buy an early solo
trainer. runds in hand and promised loans
augur well for the project.
Last year our youngest member went solo
soon after his sixteenth birthday whilst his
father, Paul Sainsbury, won the club award for
the 1976 best (if shortest) cross-country flight.
Dennis Johnson missed his five hours by only
a few minutes. Two pilots have passed Bronze C
papers and our winter programme of films,
lectures and social events were given enthusiastic support.
During ,the w,in ter we had a "dawn pa trol" to
starl Saturday flying at 8 am to extend training
hours. Our thanks 10 the instructors, particularly
Gary Print and Roger Mallhews,

More than 70 members have been working on
oursite through the winter, levelling bumps and
draining ,two minor problem areas, This has put
the field iFlto good shape for long term intensive
operation. The dining room has been furnished
with alcove tables and given a smooth floor,
which completes our initial development. Central heatiFlg is being installed, and we look
forward 10 starting to make bedrooms.
Gliders and equipment have also been
overhauled. Our silent lIying needs the support
of eighteen diesels, for winches, lractors, vans,
diggers, dumpers and 'dozer. This has become
too much for an amateur foreman, so keen
members have undertaken to check the health
of ,their favourite engine every week, and keep
logbooks.
At Easter the Vintage Glider Club brought
a Kranich, Grunau and Tutor tQ join our Qwn
T-21, Rhonlerche (K-4) and Olympia, Soaring
was achieved on all four days, with hill soaring
introductions in a gentle north-westerly. The
Tutor scorned both the hill and the forecast
(weak thermaIs, freezing, level 2000fl). and shot
up to cloud base at 4800ft.
K.E,

G.H.H.
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BOOKER
Past reports have been under Wycombe Ai,r
Park, but in future we will go, under .Booker as it
is Ithe name of the airfield from which two
gliding clubs operate. Thames Valley, with 215
members, and Airways, with a,pproximately 225
members, own and operate a combined fleet of
four K-13s and ten single-seaters, There are
about 30 privately-owned gliders,

A team of professional instructors under CFI,
Chris Rollirigs, operate .throughout the year
with three tug aircraft. We have ten members
with all three Diamonds and many mOre with
two Diamonds.
A new glider which will be the focus of
considerable attention - a Jantar 2 - is being
delivered to Steve White this month. Our
Regionals will be from Juty 16-24.
M,H.B,P.
BORDERS
Flying,con(inued throughout the winter in spite
of the sometimes appalling surface conditions it reminded us how fowr inches of snow can
improve landings!
There were a series oflectures on flight safety
and navigation, culminating in one by the
Boulmer rescue helicopter crew which gave
food for thought on outlandings in inhospitable
terrain,
Charles Donaldson has taken over from
Colin Golding as CFJ and is proving a worthy
successor. Colin, who came as a temporary CFI
in 1971, was presented with a sui,table inscribed
tankard at tile anrlUal dinner. Fortunately he
will ,remain in the club and his expenise on the
C of A fronl won't be losl. John Turnbull has
joined us from the RAF Wattisham Club and is
a welcome addition to the instructors' roster.
Win'ter wave wasn't up 10 usual standards,
but Ihere were several good flights and the
thermal seaSOn has started early,
Plans are pushing ahead for our hangar at the
west end of the airfield and it is hoped to start
construction in early May. There are plans for
another open day in June in cOnjunction with
the Milfield Youth Week,
G.N.

BRISTOL" GLOUCESTERSHIRE
The soaring season well and Iruly started during
the Easter weekend with several cross-countries.
With the frequent northerlies, our ridge has
been well utilised with a strange cross-section of
gliders bealing to and fro - Tutor, Scud 2 and
Kestrels.
Our AGM is planned for mid-April and a
major change of personalities is anticipated. A
task week from June 4-12 has been set-up for'
those who want a week's ser,jous flying without
the trauma of fully fledged competitions.
Wealher forecasting has been laid on together
with task setting by Chris Hughes and Howard
Johns.
The club fleet looks healthy again with the
three two-seaters back and the rebuilt Swallow
about to fly (this time. really believe it is!).
One note of sadness recently has been the
news lhat Tony Gaze is leaving us for downunder. Tony .has been with us for many years
and the times he and his faithful Rallye "Victor
Juliet" have come to our rescue are too numerous to count. Our most sincere thanks to Tony
and best wishes in the future.
RAR.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
On March 12, Stevell Longland opened the
aoss-counlry season with a damp squib of an
undeclared (completed) J36km triangle.
Cross-country flying then paused until April 3
when several triangles were flown. the most
sterling being Colin Dews' 420km of a declared
SIX) triangle.
We have done our annual splits and are
operating again from our two sites, Cambridge
and Duxford. Work has also been proceeding
OD the design of a new winch and the usual
pme of musical aeroplanes has been played,
with syndicates dissolving and reforming with
mind blurring impropriet.y. Work is also
proceeding apace on the rebuilding of our
venerable Olympia 2B, which landed in a
czment works pit.
Our congraudations to ·our second 16 year.
old 10 go solo this spring, John Evans. He
dimbed to 2788ft on his first solo flight in the
T·21 and later converted to the Swallow.
S.N.I-.

COTSWOLD

ne soaring season

is well under way with
several cross-countries al1empted. Tim
MacFadyen landed about three miles short of
Aston Down on a 300km attempt in his new
SHK. He didn't realise the wind had changed
direction on the final glide. The Easter weekend
aw the first completed 300km achieved by
Larry Bleaken (Kestrel).
five members recently went on an expedition
10 Ponmoak and had plenty Qf flying. David
Dimmer, who has at long last taken his Bronze
paper, achieved Gold height.
P.G.

COVENTRY
The soaring season is in full swing with Nick
Hadtell snatching the first cross-country again.
MOll of the pundits have now achieved their
. IDt of the season. The others are pulling out

their hair in frustration, waiting delivery of new
gliders.
The first of our year's even·ts is on June 5-6 the Traction Engine Rally when Qnce again we
hope to have bumper crowds filling the airfield.
The club task week will be the lasl week in July
and. of course, we ate staging Euroglide 1977
the last week in August.
Jubilee Vear is also the Silver Jubilee of the
CGC and we will be holding a special part'y la ter
in the year to celebrate 25 very successful years.

C.T.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE.
We have had some reasonably thermic days
already, plus our first good wave in early March
which gave a Dart 17 R a climb to I 3000fi.
Eric Boyle, our new CFI, has taken over from
Dave Pillans, who we thank for all his hard work
and for his efforts to successfully offset changes
which were to have been made in Amber I, and
Amber I East in the vicinity of Campl1ill.
It was good to have our President, Basil
Meads, with us at the AGM in April. During the
proceedings he presented the awards. Alan
Beckelt gailled the Campfiil:l trophy, John
Humphersoll the Jubilee cup, John Shipley the
Eustace Thomas tfQphy and Don Hatch the
Mensfonh trophy. Peter Ibbotson, for all his
flying and hard work on ,the winches, collected
10ls of silverware, the Meads trophy, the Chairman's ,prize and the Mugs troph'y.
Now that our new Steward and Stewardess,
Sam aild Katy have sellled in, we hope that they

THE

SH360-P

C.A.A. Approval No. G19-C.
Is an economical and versatile equipment
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and low power Base station applications.
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INCORPORATED

will be very happy with us. Finally, a change of
dates. The Vintage Glider Rally, arranged at
Camphill for tile first weekend in October, will
now be on October 8-9. We hope to welcome as
many aircraft, pilots and spectators as p<>ssible.

C.O.R.
DEVON & SOMERSET
The soaring season is well under way at North
Hill with several new pundits' names to be
added to the list. Chris Miller used the K-8 to
great effect by completing his two half-hour
Bronze C legs within 12 solo launches. John
Burrow took the Dart to 8500ft on April 3, a
total height gain of 7500ft plus, and Dave Reilly
made a modest start to cross-country flying with
70km on the first day of nearby Veovilton's task
week.
About 50 club members attended a dinner
and disco. Many thanks to Chris Slade for
organising the evening. Carl the chef and Kevin
Jenkins for the music.
M.G.P.
DONCASTER & DISTRICT
Apart from the Sunday. Easter we·ekend was a
bubbler as far as thermals were concerned. First
and second Bronze legs were gained by Peter
Woodcock and Peter Armslrong whilst Martin
White gained a Silver height with Geotf SingleIon alld Ker McGregor flying their Silver
distances.
The all-imp<>rtal\lt public inquiry into the
future of our airfield started on April 19 so we
shall rep<>rt more fuUy in the next issue. The
club now owns two i1Ugs with the recent acquisitionof a Scheibe Sperling to partner the Super
Cub.
Our big news is that our CFI, John Stirk, a
founder member has retired after nearly 13
years. He remains in the instructors' team and
will no doubt find more time for his personal
gliding goals in which we wish him every success
and happiness. His place has been taken by Jack
Sharples to whom we extend a very Warm
welcome. jack Maned gliding in the ATC at
Ruffortli in 1948. He joined Doncaster in 1967
and became an instructor four years ago. He has
a Silver C and a PPL.
P.V.
DUNKESWELL
We had an enjoyable but cold Easter weekend
w,ith some good soaring fli,ghts, including one of
55min by the newly delivered Swallow owned
by a four-member syndi(;ate. Congratulations
go 10 Nlian Pearson who soloed the weekend
following his 16th birthday. The demand for
aerotows continues to rise, which keeps our
beagle busy. and Dave Bindon cont,inues his
repairs to the T·53 which he hopes to complete
by mid-summer.

* BUILT-IN LOUDSPEAKER
FOR FULL DETAILS CONTACT:-

AVIONIC SYSTEMS
IHEATHROW) LTD
VISCOU NT WAY,
LONDON AIRPORT.
HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.
Telephone 01-759-1261

A.C.P.
EAST SUSSEX
A biner lesson was learllt by Doug Gardner
during the club's week at Sullon Bank - he
reached Gold .height lwic~ in one flighl bUl
forgot his barogra ph.
The Yorksbire tri.p was most successful. A
Gold heighl was gained by Peter Gresham and
there Were two durations., a Silver distance and
five Bronze legs.
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Several members have gone solo. during the
winter. We have recently obtained a hangar
which is being erected and, hopefully, this could
represenl Ihe'firs't step in our plan for aerotowing. Our second annual dinner-dance was on
March 18 and well supported by members and
friends.

D.E.C.
ENSTONE
Our task week, organised during the Easter
holida-y by John Halford, was a fantastic success. HlIndreds of kilometres were flown by
meliTlbers and our visitors from Hinton. Talks
were given by John Delafield and Derek Piggoll, Derek also flying with us for a few days. At
the disco al the end of Ihe week prizes were
presented by Rioger Barrell, Chairman of the
BOA, to Paul Lees (Enstone) and Malcolm
Lassan (Hinton).
M.W.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
From the seemingly simple task of trying to
obtain planning permission for our new prefabricated clubhouse (as reported in the last issue,
p85), mallers took a serious turn for the worse. It
seems that we never had permission to operate
from our site. This was in spite of the fact that
we are listed in the official District Council
guide as one of the allraclions of the area.
The planning sub-commillee actually recommended refusal of the club's application to
continue operations from Whalfield; however,
after Iwo anxious weeks, a lot of intense lobbying and some wonderful help from local residents, our site and club were saved.
Our firsl gliderborne visitor of the season was
in mid-March when Terry Bramford, flying the
Kent GC Skylark 4, came from North Weald.
We have had some good early soaring, though it
has meant dodging the odd blizzard.
Congratulations to Angus Macdonald on
gaining Silver height and duration at Portmoak
in the club K-6. Rus Richards managed several

COOK
ELECTRIC VARIOMETER
NEW INDICATOR UNIT
GIVES MUCH CLEARER
INDICATION & LESS
MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

good wave climbs in his Std Cirrus. Ann Winterbollom has flown two Bronze legs in the new
Syndicate K-6cR,

c.C.S.
KENT
The year got off to a bad start because the mud
at Challock stopped us flying until March.
During this period our Blanik was based at
North Weald and our thanks to the Essex Club
for keeping some of our members flying.
Unfor,tunalely our new t'win-drum winch.
being buill by Glyn Richards, isn',t quile ready
for Ihe staft of the courses, which are heavily
booked. Howev,er our old winch is still working
well. To add 10 our problems ['he Super Cub has
been u/s since Dee,ember, so we have boug'hl a
180hp Jodel as a second tug.
Al presenl we are running an inslwclOrs'
course for Mike Kemp, Dave Millar, Paul
England and Dick Whittinglon. If they are
successful we will have 35 ,instruclors on our
rota.
CB.
LONDON
At the lraditional Dunstable EaSIer Competilion fresh new lhermals were uncorked 10
inaugurale the 1977 vintage. Tasks were compleled on three days oul of tl:le four. The largesl,
240km, was won by BOA Chairman Roger
Barrell, who sel aside his hOI air balloon for a
change and sped -unerringly lhrough Ihe snow,
sleel and ice in I:lis Keslrel. This writer is
spreading Ihe rumOur Ihal propane burners
were secretly blowing holes in the blizzards Ihal
tormented the also-rans. Winners in class B
were: I, John Whillle/Malcolm Humphries; 2,
Peter Davie/Peter Banling and 3, Geoff Lines/
Barry Moore/"Shev" Sheveralls, the last-menlioned learn also laking the two-pew pol. Class
A: I, Mike Bird: 2, Geoft' love and 3, Morris
Clarke. Thank you for organising yet another
frozen-footed fly-in, Dilys and l-J!
After 13 arduous years Tom Zeally is

PORTMOAK
REGIONALS
2nd to 10th July 1977
BGA/CIVV RULES

TOTAL POINTER MOVEMENT
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CHARACTERISTIC COOK VARIO FAST
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25 Dimple Road, Matlock,
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stepping down as club Chairman. A club of this
size is a major enlerprise, demanding greal
sacrifices of lime and eft'orl by whoever is in Ihe
chair. The LOC reporls ilself in good shape in
all respecls from fiscal solvency 10 flying zeal
(sorry about Ihat one). A lruly big thank you,
Tom!
M.B.
MIDLAND
Awards and Irophies were presenled at the
annual dinller as follows: club ladder and Siam
(longest flight), Don Brown; Tim's 'lr,iang-le.
Chris Aldiss: Long Mynd cup, Rob Cook; the
Sheffield (best height), John BreRller; the
Hardwick (Ion,gesl oul-and-return), -Bob Scarborough and ~he Neill cup (besl ab-i/litio). Steve
Allsopp. The two-seater cup wenl to Bob ~ar
borough and Ron Hayes, and Bob also shared
(he cup for club effort wilh Vic Teague. Two
more polS are to be competed for, Ihe Pal Moore
lrophy for Ihe firsl (declared) cross-country of
the year and Ihe Argenl cup for the best Silver
distance.
It was convenienl and enjoyable having the
BOA Weekend al the bollom of (he I:lill in
Mar;;h. We only wish we could have had some
beller winds for Ihe many visitors who Came 10
the club on the Sunday. The frequency and
strength of wave in recenl months has been
disappointing, bUI EasIer gave two excellenl
days wilh off-Ihe-clock thermals.
The club fleet, smarl again after winler
fellling, is again complele - Ihree K-l3s and, for
Ihe lime being, Ihree K-Ss.
WJ.T.
NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE
Wilh a course aboulto starl, we are keeping our
fingers crossed for a season 10 match last year's
when John Slout and Peier L10yd gained Gold
height in wave above the site, John eventually
raising Ihe club heighl record 10 15800(1 as!.
Wave soaring has always been a regular
fealure of Carlton flying and with the use of a
lug il can be more flllly exploiled. Diamond
heighl gains being a dislincl possibilily.
Numerous Bronze and Silver legs have been
flown, Dave Hodgeson has completed his Silver

Cleveland
Sailplanes
Repairs
C of A's
Glassflbre work
All WORK TO HIGH STANDARD
WORKS: Melmerby 358
HOME: Melmerby 297

C and first solos were by June Turner, Mark
tokeld and Alan Jones.
Twelve members of the Cranfield Club visited us in Seplember wilh their gliders and we
hope to see Ihem again soon. Anyone wishing to
visit us would be most welcome, but please
contact the Secretary, G. M. Turner, at 13
fcesdale Avenue, Billingham. Cleveland.
G.MT.

We didn't fly at Easter - we went fishing instead.
j\part from catching a few trout. we also
'hooked" a few potential new members at our
tun weekend at Robin Corn be's fish-farm,
here we had static and flying displays. Another
good publicity opportunity is planned for July
when the Sports Council has invited us to hold a
"Uy.gliding" weekend during Sport for All

OXFORD
Our new Astir, financed by members' shares
and by the Sports Council, arrived shortly
before the Easter holiday. It first flew during
that weekend, thanks 10 some speedy work on
the instrumentation by CFI, Peter Brooks, and
others. With five club aircraft. we are going to be
even more dependent on the participation of
our members, not only in maintaining the fleet,
but merely in utilising each machine sufficiently
to cover running costs. Therefore we are hoping
for another good season ahead.
We had a social evening during April, with a
talk by Bernard Fitchett, cheese and wine and a
short film. Graham Barrett attended an instructors' course at Enstone, and our most
recent first solo was by Martin Oldfield.
P.H.

Week.
"Avato," our aerotow "c1ub-within-a-c1ub",
!lOW owns two Condors which are operated to

it servicing and check requirements.

RATTLESDEN
Our first annual dinner was a success and we
hope to hold more social evenings throughout
the year. Plagued, as we were, by squally snow
showers over the Easter, we still managed a
reasonable fate of launches. Terry Brooker now
has his inspector's ticket and is able to take over
some of the Cs of A from Ralph, allowing him
more time to finish the K-2. It should be "in
service" by the tim.e this is printed.

C.L

=One Rellye end lour gliders. So who,1 (Norfolk GC)

A recent innovation which has proved very
popular is the briefing pack for new members
which contains a logbook, Laws & Rules. airfield
plan, car sticker, etc.
Bill Scull paid us a visit to discuss the situa\Ion in regard to' Falke ,training, with particular
emphasis on practice field overshoot dangers.
C.E.H.

We wait equally hopefully for thermals and
pons Council grants. We trust both will arrive
Ud lhat our soaring season will see us launch a
\Ift/ clubhouse as well as a record num ber of
•Dders.
Afeature of our Jubilee programme is to take
pan in "Recreation Spotlight." a Whit weekcad exhibition organised by Newcastle's
recreation department. We plan a display of our
ers and to give general information on the
cilities we offer.
We have had such a good response from new
mbers turning up for instruction, there is a
poraty halt to new membership to prevent
list growing too long. However increased
tow facilities should improve the situation.
1bere are still some vacancies for our courses.
R.R.H.

o more syndicates have been formed, bringga SlVallow and a K-? to the field. Congralions to Helen Beard on completing her A
Bcertificate and to Graeme Bennie on his
nu C. Evening flying has starled again with
cusual good turnout.
J.G.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
Our wave is back after the barren days at the
beginning of the year, together with a dry
airfield and plenty of thermal activity. A
Diamond goal and height in one flight was
achieved recently with at least one other 300km
triangle and a few Silvers.
Jim Wales' building crew have finished the
briefing room and as virtually only tidying up
remains on the new offices, there are meditations on possible clubhouse improvements.
There was a successful pilot trial of the first of
the new winches by Tony Shelton and Al
Murray, with work on the second well under
way. John Henderson continues his sterling
efforts on reconditioning the more mundane
equipment.
All this augurs w.eIl for the coming season and
hopes are high fQ Lheopen day on May 22 and
the Regionals in July.
RH.
SLEAP
Early spring has ushered in the soaring season
with some excellent thermal days at Sleap and
numerous triangles have been oompleted. The
usual wave. however, is not up to our expectations. We are looking forward to ear,ly June
when a contingent of five aircraft, the Kestrel.
Std Cirrus. Jamar, Std Libelle and K-6, will take
part in Competition Enterprise.
At our AGM in February we learned with
regret that Vic Carr. our CFI and Treasurer, had
resigned because of a pending move away from
the area in connection wilh his job. Many
thanks. Vic, for the sterling work unstintingly
carried out and for yom help and encOuragementto the less experienced.
lan Paul remains as Ollr Chairman and
Secretary with Ron Rutherford as Technical

Officer; Barry Bates, Treasurer and Alan Levi.
Safety Officer. The position of CFI is yet 10 be
decided.
Our full complement has now been reached
and in addition to the five gliders already
mentioned, we have the following machines:
Hornet. Sky, K-I3, Dart 15, K-6 and Skylark 4
with a PIK 20 expected shortly.
D.V.
SOUTHDOWN
The BGA must have some eminently qualified
people in charge, for they have had the excellent
sense to ask our own Treasurer, Joan Cloke, to
become the BGA Treasurer. Les Allard, our
popular and capable Chairman, also becomes
our President.
We have had a number of events to brighten
the dull rainy days. At the AGM a highly
successful year's gliding and club progress were
recorded and trophies were a warded, Chris
Backwelltaking two and "Boffin" Plunkell and
Jim Rochell one each. A new cup was the "hog
of the year" award, this dubious distinction
going to Brian Bateson.
A remarkable turnout Irecently enabled
working parties to lay the foundations and erect
the skeleton of our "new" ttansport hangar, due
greatly 10 the untiring dforts ofChris Berry.
On the flying side, a syndicate Astir has
arrived and is so' popular there are plans for the
same group to buy a Twin Ast,ir.
An electrifying incident happened at Ihe
launch control van when umpteen thousand
yolls shot from the telephone cable and 'transported a member several yards as soon as he
touched earth - moral of the story, alway ensure
your winch is properly earthed.
BAB.
SOUTH WALES
The start of our soaring season has been delayed
by the excessive length of time being taken on
our tug C of A. The spares supply problem for
Rallyes is of great concern as this is the second
time we have been affected by the delay in
obtaining parts. Typically, wave always appears
in the sky when there is no method of reaching
it.
The site's syndicate gliders have grown in
number by the addition of a C()bra and an
IS-29\).
J.o.S.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Over the winter and early spring, wind. rain.
snow and cloud acted"either singl.y, Q[ in combination, to prevenl us fly,ing on nearly every
available day. However. Bob Wilshaw's buffet.
on March 5 did a 101 10 revive club spirits and
provided welcome funds·.
A new ground. equipment maintenance team
has been forn1ed under the leadership of Ray
Mountford 10 try to sort out some of Our
mechanical problems.
BJ.M.
STRATFORD ON AVON
The AGM on April I was well auended indicating a healthy 'interest in the club's future.
Andy Coffee continues as Chairman, Mike
Coffee was elected Treasurer, Geoff Knight is
back on the Commillee after a short respite and
Bob Abel was re-elected. Our thanks to all these
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stalwarts plus Secretary, Bernard Poole, who
contributes so much behind the scenes.
For the first time various cups were awarded
for flying achievements during 1976 - Jim Tyler,
Gary Print and lain Murdoch clearly deserved
the top positions on the club ladder.
A club buffet and social evening was very
successful, particularly as the proceeds from a
mock auction cleared our debit for the club
barograph and gives us a surplus for other
equipment. The new diesel automatic towcar is
now virtually complete and should be ready the
week after Easter.
H.G.W.

in both a club single-seater and a club fwoseater; Bob Parker the cup for the highest points
in the Bronze C paper and Bill Harrison the
CFI's cup for endeavour and perseverance.
Our new winch is in use. thanks to stalwart
work by Neil Rodgers, Bob Baines and their
helpers, and we look forward to those summer
days when we are operating our two twin-drum
winches. New gliders have also appeared Norman Jones and Peter Gascoine (deputy
CFI) have progressed from Skylark 3 to SHK;
the Baines/Holland/Parkin syndicate have
changed their K-6 for a Std Libelle and a
K-S replaces our club Swa~ow which met an
untimely end. We are pleased that Martin
Bontoft is on his feet and making a fantastic
recovery.
J.P.N.

SURREY & HANTS
Easter was soarable on all four days with over
400km flown by Alan Purnell on Good Friday
in his new Nimbus. Minus 7"C greeted us on two
mornings and with the unstable air plenty of
snow showers resulted, making a grand sight
from 5000ft with the good visibility. All our fleet
is now flying and the Astirs are proving very
popular with some amazing performances
clocked up already.
It's as well April perked up a bit as March was
awful with flying limited to only 20 days. This is
being written on what looks like the first 500km
day of 1977 - the scram ble to rig and shovel
things out of the hangar is very reminiscent of
last summer.

c.L.

TRENT VALLEY
Our winter gliding suffered considerably
because of adverse weather conditions, not least
being the fact that the River Trent became Lake
Trent. Although our airfield wasn't affected,
various club members found that instead of a 25
mile round trip to the site they either had the
choice of a 70 mile journey or of covering part of
the distance by boat!
Our annual dinner-dance and cup presentation was as usual most ably organised by Fluff
(Georgina Sewart) and with few exceptions our
Chairman, John Rice, swept the board. Peter
Fillingham won the cups for the longest flights

ULSTER
A long winter grounding for a C of A and major
engine job on the tug, a Capstan respray and the
re-skinning of its trailer, among other tasks,
ended on April 3 when a few launches were
flown as a shakedown for an Easter expedition
to St Angelo - our second safari to the lakeside
airfield in Fermanagh. The intended week was
washed out by rain and gales on the Tuesday
and abandoned, but not before some intensive,
though non-soaring, flying had been done on
the first three days. Secretary, Bob Rodwell,
took a long upwind tow to investigate the
stupendous Lough Navar ridge in an apparently
dead-cert northerly - the first time the ridge had
been flown in a sailplane - only to sink ignominiously and rapidly into a handy field.
We have reserved a delivery position for a
Twin Astir in the hope of inducing the Sports
Council to pick up half the bill. The faithful
Blanik is up for sale after splendid service,
together with the Skylark 2, hopefully to raise
our piece of the action.
Prospects for a permanent site on the north
coast in the Magilligan area have brightened
recently. Provision for a gliding site, hangarage
and basic overnight accommodation have been
wrilten into a projected £3 million tourist
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amenity scheme professionally prepared for the
local authority and now up for government
backing.
Meanwhile, we are opening negotiations for a
secure lease of a suitable field below the ridge
and a safari is being planned to run some
proving flights from the potential site.
On the social front the club now promotes a
monthly jazz night at Newtownards as a fundraiser; the annual dinner was sched uled for
April 22 and instructor Billy Craig carried off
Dublin GC's Mary McCormack into wedlock
on February 26.
R.R.R.

VINTAGE
The Vintage Glider Club have their second rally
of the season from June 3-7 at the Aquilla GC,
Hinton in the Hedges airfield, Brackley, Northamptonshire, with the third rally in July. This
will actually be at the fifth International Vintage
Glider Rally at Munster from July 9-17.
RlIssa~ia Collection.
Grunau Baby 21\ (RAFGSA 2SI) joined us in
late February for future restoration, but the
Kranich rebuild is temporarily held up while a
cracked wing-root filting awaits repair.
Airline engineer Ronald Lake, and son Richard, are recent recruits so that, hopefully, before
long we shall be self-contained in all aspects of
inspection and certification of our restoration
work on both the gliders and the tug. Our first
outing as a group will be the Audley End
"fly-in" on May 15, taking the Petrel.
Incidentally. if anyone has old photographs
or negatives of any of the gliders collected
(listed in this column in the last issue, pS7), the
loan for copying would be much appreciated,
addressed: clo Glider Collection, Building 63,
Duxford Airfield, Cambs CB2 4QR.
M.c.R.

WOLDS
The first three months of 1977 have been
unusually active because settled weather has
enabled flying to continue without interruption.
Bill Young has taken over from Sue Acey as
Treasurer and Laurie Johnson has the newly
created office of Fund Raiser and Publicity
Officer. Laurie was spectacularly successful in
arranging full press and"TV coverage when his
son Grant went solo on his 16th birthday. The
BBC North TV film showed Pocklington at its
best in the winter sunshine.
Congratulations to Malcolm Gibson and lan

Chamberlain on their A and B certificates.
Ground Engineer, Colin Milner. has modified
die winch to secure the batteries. Hopefully the
Kmia hazard of carrying batteries daily from
Ihcclubhouse is now over.
The faithful Condor has been sold and we
await its replacement with some impatience.
The K-' has been overhauled and is back in
Imice }fier inspection by our CFI, Bob Fox.
who is now a qualified inspect.or, and we welcomea new Pilatus owned by Byron O'Neill and
lrian McFadden.
G.H.H.

Service
New-s
BANNERDOWN (RAFGSA)
With a few good soaring days and the Portmoak
Cllpcdition behind us, the club has already had
1010, Bronze and Silver badge achievements.
Most noteworthy are Anne 10nes, Chris Bunn
andlohn Pirquet with Silver legs; lan Hazel and
John M~uade with Bronze legs and an A and
Bfrom Callum McCall.
The "Flying" Darbys make the news with
Cuy achieving her assistant rating to become
lite first female instructor in the club, and Keith
lIIting his Silver distance in complete comfort waring his bedroom slippers!
Sadly we say goodbye to Roger Crouch who
has been CFI at Bannerdown for three years.
and wish him well in his new posting. We
ftlcome Jock Wishart as our new CFI (you
bow -the one with the funny accent!).
l.1.H.
BICFSTER (RAFGSA Cenlre)
Al our AGM we were told that cross-country
kilometres in 1976 were the highest ever. up 40
per etnt on 1975. However fOf a large club the
amount of cross-(,;ountry ftying was very small.
Toenconrage us.lohn Delafield has presenled a
rankard to be awarded ann ually for the most
meritorious lOOkm triangle flown in a club
&Jider. Rick Horst was the first recipient.
The problems involved in keeping our fleet of
Chipmunk tug aircraft airworthy were highJi&hted at the meeting. The cost of re-lifed Gipsy
Major engines has risen to abou t £3000, so
serious consideration is being given to fitting a
Lyroming engine to a second Chipmunk. The
criginal Supermunk is continuing to give good
aerotows. even 10 John Delafield's Nimbus 2
rully laden with waterballast.
The re-engined Tost winch is now in service.
The engine came out of a hea vy lorry and has a
more t1exible torque-speed curve than the
industrial unit previously fitted. Launching a
T·21 on a nil wind day used 10 be a problem,
IIOW Ihankfully overcome. However. even experienced winch drivers have been disconcerted
10 ftnd that the clutch is disengaged by pulling

A few 105' words from CFI, Tim Baldwin, of 'he Greylag GC before taking up Dougie Braid on on ini'ial training
flight.

instead of pushing the lever. ROn Newall has
commenced a similar conversion of our other
winch.
Roger Crouch has joined Ihe Cen Ire sta ff for a
month before being posted to Dishforth where
he is expected to become CFI. He is being given
a crash course to obtain a PPL and train to be a
tug pilot.
The RAFGSA has ordered six Astirs. Ours
was the first 10 be delivered. Don Hanson and
George Young went to Germany with a large
trailer and brought back the next two.
The Astirs are being equipped with identical
instrument panels because compelition pilots
are often allocated aircraft from other clubs in
the Association.
T.C.H.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
We have more changes in our club appointments. We say farewell and thank you for a
splendid job to our Chairman. Cdr Turpin. and
welcome in his place Sqd Ldr Brown of RAF
Leeming who is Chipmunk Standards Officer. A
big thank you to Gordon Hunter for standing in
as CFI at Bannerdown Gc. Dick Parker
becomes our Tug Member.
Thanks to both Hambleton and Clevelands
members. the bus engine is again serviceable
and the fuel bowser engine has been serviced.
Beryl Abbott and Stan Purdy have completed
Silver distances to Doncaster with a marginal
distance by Pele Bates.
JAS.
EAGLE (Delmold)
An exceptional spell of fine spring weather has
given us four weekends of good soaring. and has
dried our normally soggy airfield well enough to
start winching early lhis year. We have broken
all records for hours. 108 recorded for four
weekends' flying - not bad for March! We have
had some cross-country attempts - notably
Andy Harkins' 35km attempt at 50. qualifying
for first field landing of the year. John Harrison
completed his five hours.
Thanks are due to Karen Shelock and her
team of energetic helpers who redecorated the

clubroom. It now looks loo smooth for a giiding
club bar.
Farewells and best wishes for the future go to
two of our instructors. Dave Shepherd and
Marion McCay, who are posled back to the UK
and are getting married as well. Perhaps they
have something in common!
M.A.H.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerslon)
March 12 was our first good soaring day with
Hamish Brown completing an out-and-return to
Cosford and Dave Caunt landing short of Silver
distance, a task he and Pete Steward and Tim
Brailsford completed later. Tim now has his
Silver C.
We are again represented in the Inter-Services, the Nationals and Euroglide. Finally, our
congratulations to Terry and Maggie on their
marriage. They are leaving the RAF but not the
Skylark.
I.Mc.
GREYLAG (Benbecula, Ouler Hebrides)
Our inaugural meeting was in July of last year
but our two gliders, a K-4 and a Prefect. did not
arrive until February and March of this year.
Both ,gliders were provided by the RAFGSA
and the club is most grateful to the A~ocialion
for its support. Although we are barely off the
ground, so to speak. the membership stands at
50 and up to mid-April 450 flights were logged.
70 of them on one day. Our longest flight has
been 24 min up to 2000ft from a lOOOftlaunch.
Flying conditions are not always perfect at
this time of year as the wind speeds average 15
to 20kt. breaking up most of the thermal
activity. However, the splendid effort of our
CFI, Tim Baldwin, and the ground crews has
enabled training to be carried out over most
weekends. All the launches are by autotow from
the main runways on Benbecula Airfield.
Since the flights started three pilots have
reached solo standard and the Prefect is being
well utilised by these lone fliers.
E.G.H.
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KESTREL (RAF Odiham)

Easter produced some good soaring weather
with severa4 medium distance tasks flowfl and
Bronze le~s completed.
Congmtulations to John Parker, Mike Reed
and Jackie Pobjoy on becoming solo pilots and
to ram Oavis,our Secretary, on being awarded
the California in England trophy.

ASK THE PILOT
WHO OWNS ONE
When you communicate you'll
be thankful for the dependability
of your MENTOR, proven in
hundreds of sailplanes and
crew cars around the world and
backed by a reputation for excellence - big in value and
performance - small in size and
current drain. Mobile and base
stations available.

TR-12
$396

Optional
1 to 10
Channels

See your dealer or contact:

~

RADIO COMPANY
1561 LOST NATI,OIN ROAD
WILLOUGHBY.OHI044094
Phane12161- 942 - 2 0 2 5

Bob Bickers and John Foey are at Bicester on
their assistant instructors' course - their addition to the instructors' roster will be welcomed.
This season has seen an amazing influx of new
members so we ate hoping for more new solo
pilots than in ,the last few years.

P.WA
PHOENIX (RAF Bruggen)

Phoenill has had IWO more successful expeditions - in February there was a wave soaring
expedition 10 ,Issoire, on "''lE: C;entral Plateau of
france, where Dave Malk'inson and Billl'oote'll
gained Gold heights in addition to the expedi·,ions' 40hrs wave soaring. Then in March
Venne'beck Ridge was visited yet again. Dick
Murray completed his Bronze, gained live hO\'lrs
and Silver ,height, Dick Shoebridge g'lined
Silver duration and lan Smith his Silver duration and distance. A total of 120hfs were
,flown during the five days, with lugging by
courlesy of Rick Hesselwood and Tim Oulds.
Congratularions go to Roy Twigg and Andy
Deighton on going solo - Andy is one of our all
too few Army members.
We are sad to say good-bye 10 a number of
our members: lan Hewill, one of "the originals"; Bob Rae, long time bar member and
,instructor; Oave Malkinson, who is joining the
RAF; "Porky" Woods, an enthusiastic full Cal,
and Rick and Audrey Hesselwood. Audrey has
maintained the high standard of our dub
magazine "Crosswind", wl'iile Rick, as full Cal
and air member of Ihe RAFGGA, has looked
after US well. Many thanks to atl.
M.T.

up in wave -topped by the Blanik above 7000ft,
leuv·ing only the T-21 on circuit. We were
fortunate in having Ihat aircraft availa'ble for
the course. but its "major" had been completed
In very sborttime by concentrated work organised by our aircraft member, "Polly" Parroll. He
has become the expert in identifying cloud
types, after completing a course in Met in
Wolverhampton.
We are most grateful for a contribution of
£160 from bus funds for the purchase of a
barograph, which now giyes us one per aircraft.
We have welcomed Bob and Rosemary LeadDea,ter from Germany, and are particularly
fortunate that Rosemary has taken over the
running of the bus.
Finally, best wishes to Jane and Mick Lee on
their wedding and many congratulations to our
CFI, Chris Wailer, and his wife Jan on Ihe birlh
ofa son, Andrew.
LD.M.
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WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

Our Easter course was well subscribed, with Iwo
applicants for each of the 12 places, and an
instructor available for each pair. Snow and
high winds prevented us achieving the aim of six
pilots going solo by the end of the course, bUI
Gerry Frew and Nigel Readman flew solo on
the 1asl day, and John Russell followed shorlly
afterwards. On the last day the whole fleet was
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T.M.6. GLIDER RADIO
ACTUAL SIZE X7'h" LONG
UP TO 6 CHANNELS, NORMALL Y
SUPPLIED WITH /30./ AND /30.4

PRICE £156
LONDON SAILPLANES L TO
Telephone Dunsrable 62068

5CHEIBE TWO..SEATER MOTOR GLIDERS: THE FIRST AND STILL THE BEST
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Sf-2SC-76

5'·251 Superfalke

The new models of both side by side two-seaters have improved canopy, inCleased baggage space and swept back fin and rudder.
Sf-25E Superfalke 18m wing, I in 28/29 gliding angle. feathering prapellor. Sf-25c falke 15.3m wing. 80th have limboch engine with electric
starter and optional folding wing.
Sf-28A Tandem falke two-seater, I in 26/27 glide angle.

SCHEIBE SAILPLANES

Holder of three UK records (subiect to homologation)

Club Spatz 15m, 1 in 36 glide angle

Demonstrations available at your site without obligation.

Bergfalke IV two-seater, 1 in 34 glide angle

CRYSTAL ENGINEERING LTD., 13 POUND CRESCENT, MARLOW, BUCKS
Telephone Marlow 5740 (automatic answering service)
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SOARING IN KENT
Ridge and Thermal site
Winch and Aerotow launches

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Weekly holiday courses

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of ,the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and 'the Midlands by mad
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
eQuipmen't including tug aircraft.
Tnis famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. ,Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter). licensed bar, accommodation and other facilit;ies. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brocl'!ures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

Personally tailored to ability
Beginner or advanced pilot
From £69.00 p.w.-£82.00 p.w.
March-October inclusive

Kent Gliding Club
CHALLOCK, ASH FORD, KENT
Write for details or telephone
Challock (023 374) 274

When Westerlies Blow
we

* BUNGEY *
- where?-

GLIDING COURSES
ATSHOBDON

LONG MYND

Aerotow and motor-glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advanced
Combined power / gliding

of course!

All details from:
Herefordshire Gliding Club,
Shobdon Airfield,
Leominster, Hfds. HR6 9NR.
Tel: Kingsland 369
(24 hour Ansafone on 496)

Ridge Thermal Wave
No wonder you have to book!
Midland Gliding Club Limited

Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 15 6AD
phone 061 9733086 (9am-9pm)

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GO!

*

*

For the novice or pundit

* ab-initio to advanced training

WYCOMBE
AIRWAYS
GLIDING
FLYING
SCHOOL
CLUB
THAMES VALLEY
Gl'IDING CLUB
Aero tows and a modern training fleet
ensure trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern Club·house, Bar and
Canteen. AccommQdation available. Our
instructors can cater for all your flying
requirements.
FOR DETAILS APPL Y TO.

THE SEChETARY ISGl, WYCOMBE
GLIDING SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW. BUCKS.
Tel. High Wycombe 29263

YORKSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

circuits to cross country

* aerotow or auto launch
WHERE'S THIS - LASHAM!
Derek Piggott, our C.F.I.. leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

WAVE FLYING
THERMAL SOARING
GOOD FACILITIES
all at Sutton Bank
Details from the SECRETAR Y

We shall be pleased to send you details. apply:

Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. AL TON, HANTS
Telephone Herriard 270

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK
THIRSK
YORKSHIRE
Telephone

SUTTON

237
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CONDOR glider tugs for sole with new C of A. Prices
from £3,100 including VAT. Contact M. Jones,
Rolloson Aircroft and E'ngines Ltd, Redhill Aerodrome.
Surrey. Tel Nutfleld Ridge 2212.
SKYLARK 3F, full instruments, parachute. C of A with
purchose, troiler, £3,BOO. Tel Braintree 20235 (doy).
Braintree 25397 (night).
YS-53 Sovereign (1973) rugged all-metal ob-initio
advanced trainer, super performance (1 :29 at 45kt)
with unmatched visility. Fully instrumented. Resproyed to os new condition. New C of A. Offers
invited. Tel Nottinghom 251685 or 257573
(evenings).
THAMES VAllEY GLIDING CLUB hos for sole Pilatus
B4 (£6,000). Dart 17R and Pirot. All with instruments.
Offers phone Stoines 54084.

. Advertisements, with remittance, should
be sent to Cheiron p'ress ttd., '/10 Parkway. London, 'I\IW1 Tel! 01-267 1285. Rate
2Op, a word. Minimum 0.00.. 8011 numbers
SOp extra. Replies te box numbers sttol:lld
be sent to the same address. The closing
date for c1asslfled advertisements for the
August-Septem'ber Issue Is July 5.

FOR SALE
SF-27MC motor glider LID 35: 1 os 0 glider equivolent
to Std Cirrus. 450ft/m in climb power. ronge 200
miles. power electric storter. £ 11 OOOono, Many
e.tros. Bo. No SG 529.
15m WOODEN TRAilER, Slingsby type. e-osy-rig
libelle fittings, everything works. Tel Weald 356 or
Ulcombe 472.
GRUNAU 26 in e.cellent condition. Good local
soaring single seater, basic instruments, big conopy
ond main and toil-wheel. £8500no. Tel Nottingham
254470 (doy), 257793 (evenings).
ONE ONLY, new. ASW-19. Delivery June 1977. Tel
Dunstoble 63419 or 62068. london Sailplones Ltd.

PI RAT with trailer ond oxygen system. Parachute,
barogroph and redio available. Details Tel T. Paterson, 031-6617316.
T-21, good condition. basic instruments, enclosed
wnopy, I: 1.6000no. OlYMFIA 419. basic instruments
and fitted troiler, £3,9000no. Both on view at
Dishforth by appointment. Hombletons Gliding Club,
No. 1 Hangar, ,RAF Dishforth, Nr. Thirsk, York. Te'l
Boroughbridge 2147 or 09014-356.

TUTOR, full C of A. £5000no. Viewing contact Bristol
Gc. 045-386 342, or 1. Smith 093-581 2364 (evenings only).
DISCERNING? - then ogle the docile DIAMANT 18.
44: 1 performance at FAR lESS THAN 15M PRICES.
low hours. fully instrumented. super trailer. Tel IIkley
5999; Porbold 2155.
GRUNAU BABY, privately owned, C of A until Nov
77. Fitted with wheel and oir brakes. Choice of two
open trailers, £9500no. Tel Stafford daytime 52707 or
evening 58541.
DART 17R. One of the lost built, C of A to Morch 78.
Full panel including 3 channel Bantam A/H. Wooden
trailer. Borogroph and parachute ovoiloble. Tel 0742
660974 ofter 7 p.m.

SOARING: Touring: AEROBATICS: Milan motor glider
in superb condition, fully equipped. 360 radio. From
start to 2000ft 18p. Power cruise 100mph. 50mpg.
New C of A November 1976. Price £5,500. Phone
Sidbury, Devon, 362.

BOClAN 1E. Basic instruments, C of A to Moy 78,
approx. 500hrs since new. open trairer, £3,7500no.
Tel Peterborough 61569 (days), Mor~et Deeping
342834 (evenings).

STD CIRRUS (1973), recently refinished, fillets, Nimbus
nose. Metal trailer, aids, instruments. One of best
oround. Contact Angus Fleming (01-337 2565).

PORTABLE VHF MONITOR RECEIVERS, crystal
cantrolledon 130.1, 130.4 and 128.6mhz. £60.
8ch air-bond scanners £200. Send lOp PO for
details, nol' stomps. RAOIO COMMUNICA·
TIONS lTD., St Sampsons, Guernsey, Cl. Tel
10481) 4727B 91l0am, 617pm Mondays to
Fridays.

WINTER 12km Barograph. Best offer secures. Tel
Louth 4446,
WINCH, Diesel, 2 drum. fully mobile by Tow Hitch.
£425. Evenings 021-355 2605.
FULLY EQUIPPED DART 17R. C of A Apl 78. Auto·
mated Aluminium Trailer. R. Frodshom, 25
Woodedge, Ashton-in-Makerfield. Wigan. 097470831 evenings.

TRADITIONAL STYLE 'GUERNSnS'
100-/. oiled wool sweaters.

s./TlOri,

pracheo!. kord' wearing

S;zed 36", 38", ~O"
t12.75
~2", 44"
113.25
NAVY. ARAN, SCARLU, APPLE GREEN
Cotologuetbn reques.t.

KESTREL 20 metres. Modified reor fuseloge, Avoiloble
mid-Moy "77. Profiled for competitions. Ring Southern
Soilplones, lambourn (0488) 71774.

K-6E SHARES AVAilABLE immediately. Good condition, ADC, audio. occessories including o.ygen,
based longmynd. Roberts, 021-705 7900. L1oydRoach, 021-454 7224.

BOClAN. low hours. In very good order (white with
red trim). Complete with instruments. (Constructed
primarily of wood, guaranteed no 3000hrs fatigue
life!). Ring Southern Soilplones, lombourn (0488)
71774.

EAGLE HIGH PERFORMANCE two-seater with in·
struments, parachute and trailer. £2600 inclusive or
reasonable offer. Tel Prudhoe 3027 (home) or
Gotesheod 877171 (work).
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1/6 SHARE ASW-15, Parachute, ASH360 etc. Based
losham only £14000no. S. Beaver, 50 Mendip Tce,
Both University.

CHERISHED OLYMPIA 26, extensively refurbished,
complete with full ponel. Dart canopy plus trailer.
£200Oono. lel Chopwell 6l9, Rowlands Gill 3981.

GRUNAU BABY 2B. hcellent condition. New C of A.
landing wheel, aerotow hook, £1100 with trailer. Tel
Redditch 64302 or Southcrest 2348.

M-lOOs. Good condition. Only 4% below K-6cR
performonce. hcellent oir brokes ond eosy to fly.
Wheel broke. Very easy to rig. Complete with
instruments, covers and trailer. C of A till November
£3400. Contact: Brion McFadden - Doy
0482/42141. night 0482/849552.

DART 15. new metol trailer, basic instruments,
parachute, new C of A. 320 hours since new. John
Groves, 250 Kempshott lone. Bosingstoke, or Tel
Bosingstoke 3191 E.t. 219 (daytime).

KESTREL 19, low hours, private owner, full or basic
panel. Ash 360 redio, troiler. Tel Helston 4343
evenings.

COMMODORE 180 MS893A with CSU unit. Fully
fitted for towing, appro.imotely holf life engine, new
2 yeor C of A. £6750 plus VAT. Contact 1. R, Jeffries,
Dunstoble 64319.

15-29D 250 hours £5700. BlANIK 450 hours. Cs of A
1978. Instruments. Troilers. Kitchener, 21 Westbury
Gardens, Odcombe, Yeovil.

SYNDICATE TO BUY 0 super Skylark 2. fully equipped. new C of A. £2850. Neal, Wimborne 3378,

IS-290, basic instruments, trailer, C of A February
1978. £51000no. Tel lingfield 832758.

WATERBALLAST BAGS
Do

yOu

need new

one~

or

0 repOlr

perhaps?

EnqUIrIes to:

ACTIC PLASTICS
lelgh Slreel, H,gh Wycombe.
Bucks, HP 1 I 2QU
Tel High Wycombe 32782

Glen TradinglGuernserl Ltd., Dar1e Street
St. Peter Port, Guernser, C,l.

555 MOBILE
No it doesn't thermal - but il 'flies' even with
o trailer. AlFA-ROMEO 1750 GTV, reg. BMG
1H. Ideal glider pilot's sporting and low cor.
30 mpg/ 115 mph solo, 24 mpg towing. Alfa
red, block, XAS 'forever' tyres, tow hook,
Polizio Stradale suspension. Sump guard,
neatly filled Pye VT, 6-channel, roof aerial,
radio, electric aerial. Taxed Feb. '78, MoT
August '77. Suit pilot in 0 hurry. Mech. v.g.,
body g. £950 comp. (less exc. R/T & bor).
View:
losham/Thruxton/W.
london/Port
Nots.lEnterptise. Accept v.n.o. from needy
pilot.

MAXWELL FENDT, 01-5791813
(Office: 01-353 5222, ext. 272)

DART 15, fully serviceable, complete with instruments,
single channel radio, oxygen .and fitted metal trailer.
Box No SG530.

THE OLYMPIA 40 I, well instrumented. £3,500. For
details Box No SG524.

SKYLARK 26. Dart canopy. New modern trailer. Full
panel Cook Vario. AH. Full C of A £2700. Sheffield
730248, Hope Volley 30192 (evenings).

8LANIK, excellent condition, full panels, open trailer,
C of A Offers over £4000. SKYLARK 2, instruments.
audio, parachute and brand-new closed trailer. Offers
around £2500. Tel Radwell, Belfast 654366.

TM6 Radio, new, unused, £146. Box No SG527.
MOTOR GLIDER. SF-2BA JANDEM-FALKE il'l "Fly
Awoy"condition. Sensible offers 10 Tanner, Tel
Nutfield Ridge 2353 Ext 226 (day). Redhill 64486
(evenings).

t

SHARE in Loshom based 19M Jontor. John Songster,
Windsor 55553 (day) Maidenhead 26833 (eve).
WHY NOT try Hang Gliding? Send stomp for colour
brochure to Dept. SG, Welsh Hang Gliding Centre.
Crickhowell, Nr Abergavenny, S. Wales. liel 10873)
810019.

-

HANDMADE JACKETS with aircraft motif in pure
Horris or Shetland Wool. Traditional Arcn and Fair
Isle knitwear to order. Soe far deloils. Eloine Anne
Knitwear, 13 Lower Bayble, Isle of Lewis, Scotland.
SLlNGSBY T-21. very goad condition, cream and red
colour scheme. Basic instruments, nose ballast. £1500.
Tel Dinnington 3060 (Nr Sheffield), evenings.
SIGMA 21m prototype glider is available for further
research. Operation Sigmo Ltd will give the aircraft to
most suitable applicant pr.esenting proposals lor
further reseorch. Applications and/or requests 'Ior
further ,information to F. G. Irving, Dept of Aeronautics, Imperial College, London SW7 2BY.
1/6 SHARE BLANK Based at, Cosford. Excellent
condition including full panel. radio,. borogro,ph,
parachutes and superb Speedwell trailer. Rodney
Witter - Chester 36353.
SKYLARK 3f in superb condition, full panel, audio,
oxygen, parachute and immaculate trailer. Available
in August at fixed price of £39500no. Tel Nottingham
257573.

WANTED

TRAILERS
Joe &

Terry

linee

Competitive Prices Send for Quotations.
Higher Backhampton, DOlchester. Dorset.
Phone: Dorche.ter 2307

WANTED, ,partner to Dogling in collection: sound or
restomble (or ports') SG 3B or Eton T. Mk 1. Also any
offers Olympid forward fuselage, phone Mike Russell,
0279lBishops Stortfordl850308, evenings.
WANTED Pye Bantom. Top cosh offered. 01-788
1960.

COURSES

NORVlC RACING ENGINES LTD.
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy, Ci"us, Renavll
and VW based engine <epoirs and overhauls
Westgote Hangar, The Airfield
little Stoughton, Bedford MK...... 2BN
Tel: Calmwarth t.023 062) 700

BRIANWEARE

Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 800

GLIDING
Five day holiday courses for beginners and
early solo pilots. April to September, beautiful
Peok District. Tuition ond full board inclusive.
Apply

Sleward, Derby & lanes Gliding Club,
Camphill farm, Great Hucklow,
Nr Tldeswell, ,Derbyshire

RADIO

fOR CAR AND BASE

IRegret general shortage
01 eq~lpmCr.l1
FO~

PICOS6 enqiure for lotcsl
Informolton.

AlRCIlAH Ulho 3A'.AG3 App,ovol GI7/6 f'led 130.'

130.1 \ 29.9 t 1.40.00 Ultra 3A4.AG3 Appro....al lA249. (light
Ale (1015 3 non-maodoIOr'll. Fitted 1 enoMel £ 140.00 Filled
3 channel "£ 160.00

Ultra 3A4-AG3 Approval
BO.Uoonfng U "0.00

G 17/8.

122.25

International

Above ore wllh bolfcry. bollcry merger, aerlol socket!. for

PHONE: HONJTON 2940
MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all types
of gliders,
Motor Gliders,
Canopies, for most Ex Stock
T,railers.

PfA. BGA. CAA work undertaken.

Ale cerlol and hellCol oerlollsupp led).
AERIALS Standard. £3.50 With bose for hord to gel ot plOCCio
£"'.25 No hole 'boot mount. £8.25 Mognetlc movnt WIlh leod
and plug. t 13.00 5/8 aenal for ony of above. odd £6.50

PI!. P £0..80 CO.D.

+

PI!. P £1.10

All equipment is over'hoQl.dl and full Qpproved, Guoranteed
for one yeor. Full oker lolel service. Send or phone for gen
sheets.

R.E.f. flectronlcl

6 Cherry Tree Way, Penn,
High Wyc.ombe, 8.uckJ; HP1 0 BOQ
Telephone Perm (5TO 04948 r) 4483

PUBLICATIONS

"'SOARING" - official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited by Douglas lamont.
Address: Box 66071. Los Angeles, Cali/ornia 90066
USA Subscriptions. $13.00 outside USA; apply to
your post office for 0 form.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR PICTORIAL each
month for the world air view in pictures and features.
Reports and photos of aircraft and sailplanes, military
aviation news, spatters' notebook, etc. Price 40p from
your newsagent. For free specimen copy send lOp in
stamps to Depl S.G., Seymour Press Ltd. 334 Brixton
Rood, London S.W.9.
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, publication of the
Gliding Federation 01 Australia. A complete coverage
01 Australian soaring and exclusive features of
internationa' interest. Subscr,iption £3.50 or $10 U.S.
to 80x 1650, G.P.O. Adelaide, South Australia 5001.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding :Kiwi," Official Gliding
Magozine of the N.l. Gliding Association. Printed
Odober and Alternate months. Write N.l. Gliding
Kiwi, P.O. Box 545, Tauranga, New Zeoland. £2.00
sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).
SLOPE SOARING with 0 radio control model sailplane
is a fascinating pastime and 0 typical phose of
aeromadelling. Read about this and other aeromodelling subjects in Aeromodeller and Radio Con/ral
Models and Electronics, the world's leading magazines
published monthl¥ pri.ce 20p 'each. Model' & Allied
Pubr,cations Ltd., 13-35, Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

SOAR DOLPHIN!
The World Champion says:
"It's simple, It works and It·. goodI"
George Lee had Dolphin fitted to his ASW-17
in
Finland ... need we soy more?
Air moss conversions from
£ 13.50
Total Energy Rrobes
(fin or luselage mount)
£5.00
Audio systems to special order
JSW Calculators
£2.50
De/oil. from)SW

Soaring

12 Warren Rise, {rimley
'Comoerley, Surrey
or phone John Williomson (0276-63236)
most evenings 6.30-9 p.m.

THE WHITE HOUSE
MAUNBY
NR. THIRSK, YORKSHIRE.
Telephone Kirby Wiske 382 or 311

This small quiet country Guest
House, on the Banks of the River
Swale and dose to the North Yorkshire Gliding Olub at Sutton Bank,
offers the Gliding enthusiast and his
family the perfeCt holiday.
Excellernt cruisine, every home comfort, and beautiful surroundings. Our
Priv.ate stretch of river provides good
fishing.
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Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

ABOYNE

Open 7 days per week
Why not ring the club manager
on 045-386342 or write to:Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos.

Visitors please (onlo(t:

GL103TX

A. J. MIDDlETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET
ABOYNE
ABERDEENSHIRE ,AB3 5LB
TELEPHONE DINNET 339

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs, Overhauls and Calibration. Approved for PZt repairs
and Barograph Calibration.

M. G. Hutchinson,
5 Glendevon Road,
Woodley,
Reading, Berks.
Telephone 0734696491

f9am-7pmJ

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall
Gliding
May fine
airfield

courses in modern Aeet from
B.GA fully-rated instructors
sQor,ing
lovely coastal
- ideal for d different family
holiday.

Details with pleasure from:

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breag., Helston
Co,rnwall
Tel: Porlhleven 294

AID

IL ER

PILOT

Glidervvork
Cof A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS

1=3

By L. GLOVER senior inspector

~-"

Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

Ter: Husbands Bosworth 375

THE LEADING NAME IN
TOWING

BRACKETS
NOltonwld~

SlockulS and Specloll!.t FIllers look In Yellow
Poges for your local Wdlcr S~<lO'IS' or wrlle far delad:.

C. P. WITTU LIMITED
CHESTlR 43 • TlUPHONE 0244 4 t 166
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Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

Ann Welch
&
.
Gerry Breen
An outhoritative step-by-step guide by two highly
qualified and experienced pilots. Well known in
gliding circles, Ann Welch is President of the
BHGA and Hon. President of the FAI International
Hang Gliding Commission and Gerry Breen, 0
BHGA qualified instructor, runs the Welsh Hang
Gliding Centre at Crickhowell. For those who want
to become proficient in this increosingly popular
and exciting sport this is the first practical. comprehensive and fully illustrated instructional
manual,
74 photographs. 37 line illustrations
paperback £2.75

CERTIFIED OXYGEN EGUIPMENT
MASKS

SK·6 mask, with tubing, flow-indicator, and connector; for use with A8A
regulator
$13.50
SK.2490 I mask, professional quality, with inhalation/exhalation valve,
A 13 type facepiece, tubing. flowindicator, and connector; for use
with A8A regulator
..... $49.50
Sierra 659 "Posifit" mask, with inhalation/exhalation valve, for use
with A 14A regulator; includes hose
and MC-3 connector for H-2 bailout
.. $79.50

A8A Regulator

HIGH-PRESSURE CYLINOERS
Volume

HIGH-PRESSURE REGULATORS

Weight

Length

Diameter

Price

7lbs.

22 in.

3 1/2 in.

$39.50

11 cu. ft.

A 14A Reg ulator

15 cu. ft.

9lbs.

17 in.

5 1/ 4

in.

49.50

22 cu. ft.

121bs.

22 in.

5'/4 in.

49.50

30 cu. ft.

151bs.

20 in.

6% in.

79.50

38 cu. ft.

181bs.

23 in.

6% in.

79.50

48 cu. ft.

231bs.

28 in.

6% in.
I H-2 bailout cylinder and valve, complete ..

99.50
35.00

A8A

Continuous-flow, for use to 30,000
feet .......................... $ 54.50

A14A

Diluter-demand pressure breathing,
for use to 40,000 feet
.89.50

A14A

With pressure gauge and flow indi110.00
cator blinker

I

CONTINUOUS-FLOW SPECIAL

A8A regulator.

. .. $ 54.50

HIGH-ALTITUOE SPECIAL

22 cu. ft. cylinder ..

49.50

Regulator outlet hose, with fittings

High-pressure line

22.50

38 cu. ft. cylinder

SK-6 mask

.

13.50
list: $140.00

Save $20.50 with our package price of

$110.00

A 14A regulator, with gauge and blinker

12.50
79.50

.

High-pressure line

22.50

Sierra 659 Posifit mask

79.50

H-2 bailout, complete

35.00

$119.50

list: $339.00

Add $36.00 for optional SK 2490 I mask.

Save $49.50 with our package price of

Add $15.50 for cylinder mount brackets, if required.

Add $15.50 for cylinder mount brackets, if required.

$289.50

FOR THE FINEST IN NEW AND EX USAF OXYGEN EQUIPMENT CONTACT:

MINI"PAK SPECIAL

GRAHAM THCMSCN LTC

Ideal as back-up for your primary

3200 AIRPORT AVENUE

system, or may be used for short

SANTA MONICA,CALIFORNIA 90405

climbs. Complete outfit includes A8A

(213) 390-8654

regulator, 7 cu. ft. cylinder, and

Shipped freight collect
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

SK-6 mask:

$99.50

OUTHERN
~

...emburv Airfield, Lambourn, Berks

AILPLANES

(RALPH JONES)

Telephone lambourn (0488) 71774

HIGH PERFORMANCE REPAIRERS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE GLIDERS
15 years of working on wood and metal structures
and 9 years on "Glass" gives us an unrivalled
range of experience.

NEW FEATURES ON NIMBUS 2B
The only Open Class Sailplane to combine
top end performance with many practical
features. The new "B" is the product
of 7 years of Nimbus development.
1) Flap lever Is set lower
with an automatic
flap I trim system

JANUS
Only proven 2 seat
glass production
sailplane in the
world - for training
and cross-country
flying.

2) Fixed tailplane with
elevators
3) New cockpit canapy
frame and caamlng,
increases stiffness
and eliminates
"binding" In
hot weather

MINI-NIMBUS
NOW IN U.K.
The new J5 metre flapped ship
with very, very effective air
brakes.
Performance with Safety.

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR SCHEMPP-HIRTH

